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To the Reader
The principles of ptimary health care as set out in the

Declaration of Alma•Ata in 1978 noted eight components as a
minimum requirement to achieve “complete physical, mental
and social well being”. These eight components are:

‘~eduCatiOn concerning prevaiUng health problems and the
methods of preventing and controlling them;

• promotion of food supply and proper nutrition;
• an adequate supply of safe water and basic sanitation;

maternal and child health care, including family planning;
• immunization agaInst the major infectious diseases;

prevention arid control of locally endemic diseases;
• appropriate treatment of common diseases and injuries;

and provision of essential drugs.”

it Is noteworthy that “health eck~cat1on”tops the list of
thesecomponents. But it is notonly the first; one could also say
that health education is necessary for the rea~aticrnof all the
other seven components: education is necessary for proper
nutrition, safe use of water, the proper use ot sanitation
fat~iiitiss,good use of maternal and child ~re and farNiy
planning servioes, availing oflesellofoppotlunltiestorimmuni-
zation, pre\,entlon and control of endemic diseases1 taking
retoufse to appropriate treatment fadlitie~and proper use of

I medidnes pre~nbed.One could also add that health educa-
tiOn is needed to promote mental health.

There are many good argumerts for advocating “care”
rather than “cure” In matters of health where prevention is

viii
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possible: prevention is normally cheaper than healing; t~’
body works better if it is not sick in the first place; and
unproductivity, sutfenng and unhappiness are reduced if ill-
ness is forestalled; self-reliance is promoted through giving
(part of) the responsibility for health to each individual; etc.

Many countries are shifting the emphasis of their health
services from hospital or clinic centred treatment to health
education and prevention. This is not only wise - it is probably
anecessity in orderto reduce the heavycost ofcomprehensive
curative services.

Health education and prevention require a contribution
from each individual of a community. Education and a willing-
ness to make adjustments or changes in one’s life style as well
as modification of some of one’s health related beliefs are
essential to improve the health of people.

The purpose of this manual is to discuss principles in-
volved in educating and gaining the co-operation of individuals,
groups and communities so as to create healthy people in a
healthy environment. It is written primarily with senior health
educators in mind, and the emphasis lies on discussing ways
of giving eftective health education, not by prescribing but by
helping health educators thinkcreatively about available means
and ways of giving education that will contribute to better
health.

Only it readers do what is taught or discussed in this
manual will they derive full benefit from it.

ix
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Introduction Definitions and Scientific Bases ofHealth Education

Introduction
Definitions and Scientific
Bases of Health Education

Anyone will recognize a dog if he orshe sees one, but to
define “dog” precisely and adequately is not easy. In the
same way, many who practise health education may know
very well what they are doing without being able to state
exactly what health education is.

A motherwho gives a daily bath to a baby andchild and
supervises that it does so by itself as it grows, gives health
education of the most valuable kind. So does a motherwho
insists that her children shall eat all parts of a well planned
(balanced) meal which she has prepared, particularly if she
also explains why it is important to eat various kinds of food.

Health education is any impulse or influence - verbal,
visual or practical- upona person which may lead to healthier
living. I write “may lead,” because much health education
given does not iead to any (noticeable) results. Perhaps one
day, though, a person will improve his or her health-behavi-
our, and forunexplained reasons: possi&y some half-forgot-
ten influences in the pastcombine wit~imore recent ones to
effect a change in behaviour.

However, some points should be made in more detail in
an attempt to define health education.

Health education should
increase health knowledge,
and if it is effective it should
also persuade and create a
wish to live a healthier life,
both for one’s own satistac-
tion (greater well-being) and
self-respect and for social
reasons (one gains acceptance and respect for doing one’s
bit to create a healthy community); and health education
should induce changes in health behaviourthat are voluntary
and routine. Health education aims at changes in personal,
family and community behaviour, relating to individual lives
as well as one’s surroundings. In short, good health educa-
tion gives knowledge, influences attitudes and changes
practices in relation to health. Health education is based on
scientific principles of communication, persuasion, motiva-
tion, clarification etc., which can enhance our effectiveness
and help us reach our aim: a healthier population.

Health education is, then, not adiscipline that stands on
its own feet: It needs the support of other sciences. As it
borrows from many fields, it is valuable iora health educator
to be (at least) a little acquainted with some (or all) of the
sciences that can help us In our work.

To communicate or teach effectively, a health educator

should know something about:

how to teach (pedagogics, educational psychology);
how people absorb and react to knowledge at different
ages etc. (psyphology);
howto overcome obstacles in the communication process

What health education
Is, and what is does

Whathealth education
Is based upon

1
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etc. (communication theory);The bases of health how culture influences health
education beliefs and practices etc.

(social orcultural anthropol-
Health education as a ~
science and as an art how mecical beliefs form sys-

tems and how they change
etc. (medical anthropology);

how our surroundings influence and limit our choices and
opportunities etc. (sociology);
how to build up knowledge systematically and how to
proceed logicallyto furtherknowledge etc. (curriculum de-
velopment);

and there are otherfields it may be helpful to be acquainted
with (e.g., local languages, ecology, history).

We shall not discuss these topics or sciences here but
only refer health educators to these sciences; they may find
that it makes health education easier and more meaningful
if they know something about them.

Health education is both an art and a science (or a
combination of sciences). Even if we learn a lotof factsabout
health, preventive health care and health education theory,
we may still reach a bit further and exercise a greater
influence if we put our hearts into our task and develop our
skills to the best of our ability with enthusiasm added to
knowledge. We may end up thinking of health education
primarily as a form of art. Then it also becomes more
interesting than if it is a mere job or assignment we have to
do. It may become an enjoyablechallenge as well as auseful
and necessary service.

2
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Chapter 1 The Aims of Health Education

Can we arrive at a pre-
cise definition of the aims of
health education that com-
prises the desirable results?
To answer that question we
should start by stating what
we regard as desirable results.
A good starting point may be

The aims of health
education

Health knowledge and
behaviour change

Chapter 1
The Aims of Health
Education

It might appear very easy to state the aims of health
education: It is to teach people about health, how to avoid
disease and how to get cured. But although this seems to be
a simple and self-evident definition, it does not explain very
much and it is far from satisfactory. It is the kind of definition
that may have been the cause of much sloppy health educa-
tion both in the past and at present. We must make our
thoughts andaims more precise than the above definition of
health education.

Many people have realized the unsatisfactoryaim ofjust
teaching people about health, and they have seen that it is
the results of health education that count. Therefore they
prefer to speak about education for health rather than of
health education, which is far less exact and clear. Much
“health education” has consisted in just formulating (scien-.
tifically) correct “messages” and leaving these messages to
work on their own to bring about the desired (but not always
stated) goals. We have come to understand today that little
attention is paid to many of the health messages passed on,
and many people who know the messages do not act on
them. These messages have therefore little or no impact,
and the efforts at health education have in these cases been
largely wasted.

the formulation in recommendation number 5 of the Alma-
Ata document on primary health care of 1978. It stresses that
“primary health care should focus on the main health prob-
lems in the community” and that health education should
deal with “prevailing health problems and the methods of
identifying, preventing, and controlling them”. In the final
declaration the word “identifying” is left out, perhaps be-
cause it would require a more thorough scientific education
than most people are able to absorb. The key words are
therefore “preventing” and “controlling” health problems as
the aim of health education. This atonce points usto realistic
desirable results in terms of less disease and the possibility
of cure when disease does occur. Health education is thus
not primarily a question of knowledge but a process of
education that leads to better health.

The main aim of health education is to make people
healthier th rough:

1. reducing the incidence of disease, and
2. making recovery easier, safer, quicker and better than is

the case for people without such education.

But to achieve this general aim, we must make clear
what processes lead to su~results. Here we need to go in
more detail, step bystep, ai~tdbe precise in ourthinking about

3
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Chapter1 The Aims ofHealth Education

Knowledge needed for
beft~he~th
‘A change of beliefs
needed for tteT What is primarily needed
taetth is a changeof beha viouraway

from unhyglenic, unsanitary
habits to a more health-pro-

moting wayof ~fe.To bring this about, several things are in-
volved:

1. Knowledgenecessaryto avoiddisease (where avoidable)
and to obtain cure (where bestobtainable). This is abasic
requirement, but also only a first step towards the provi-
sion orattainment ofbetterhealth. Several points must be
considered in passing on valid and useful knowledge: We
must have the best, most reliable andup-to-date informa-
tion related to good health; we must have understood and
absorbed this information so well that we can explain it in
termsthe non-professionalcan grasp;we must develop a
“medical” layman’s language that makes it possible to
pass on our knowledge in the language of the people we
want to educate; we must use teaching aids by means of
which we can communicate meaningfully and effectively
with people we want to reach - and as we must aim at
reaching everyone in a community, we must develop
various methods of teaching the different “layers” or
groups in society, from the illiterate to the best educated
and the young as well as adults.

2. Beliefs concerning the causes of diseases and their cure
may have to change before people will pay attention to
health education. This is a much more difficult and crucial

part of health education than the mere passing on on
knowledge. We must obtain people’s trust. For this pur-
pose we may have to try to first convince people in the
community whom the others trust, and then to get these
“change agents” or opinion formers to take part in the
proce~.sof educating the rest of the community about
better health. But the trusted people may be those who
kr.ow and respect the traditions of the people and may
thus be the hardest to convince. We may have to take
some time and make an effort to understand the beliefs
and traditionsofacommunitybefore wecancommunicate
meaningfully with people, and we may have to show a
sympatheticunderstandingeven for beliefs weknowto be
wrong - most unscientific beliefs have arisen with the best
intention of explaining vital problems of people, and we
may need much patience to get people to adopt more
correctand useful beliefs. We may need toargueconvinc-
ingly as well as to demonstrate the effects of more
scientific beliefs where this is possible, and we have to
practise what weteach so as to set an example to others
and thus make our words more credible - at least they will
understand thatweourselves believe in whatwe say (and
do not onlytry tohoodwink them orget customers tocome
to us rather than go to their “traditional” healers). If
people’s beliefschange, their attitudes and hopefully also
their practices will change.

3. Examples may have to be given of the effectiveness and
benefits of good health education if people are to practise
what they are taught. This may not alwaysbe easy, for two
reasons:

first of all, the results of healthy habits (good hygiene etc.)

how to go abOut
people (including
for better health.

educating~
ourselves)

L
4
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Chapter1 The AimsofHealth Education

are mostly not immediate but long-term, i.e. cleanliness will
overtime reduce the incidence of health problems;
secondly, it is not easy to convince people by the absence
of disease about the causes for it.

It maybe easier to believe in strong “counter-magic” than
in the effects of the use of soap, giving babies boiled
water, eating abalanceddiet, etc.Good health is from one
point of view the absence of health problems, and people
tend to forget about health problems when they are well
and only think about them (perhapswith excessive worry
sometimes) when they are sick. One aim ofhealth educa-
tion is to make people think about health also when there
is no health problem. If people do this, they may also
notice the beneficial effects of proper hygiene, etc. If a
whole community starts to become healthier, perhaps
they become just as eager for health education as for
better health (i.e. curative) services. Health education
needs to be followed by actions, by behaviour change.
Health education is not only words - it tells us about things
todoto live healthier lives. An example is educationabout
the benefits of immunization. This education is effective
only if it leads to people being immunized. Ifa community
suddenly experiences a much lower incidence of dis-
eases against which their members have been immu-
nized, they maybecome convinced about the arguments
and explanations used in health education. But people
may not connect the absence of disease with immuniza-
tion unless we point this out to them by holping them to
recall what has happened. Parents of immunizedchildren
whohave never suffered from anydiseasesagainst which
they have been immunized may thus become “witnesses”
in support of health education. When people have be-

come convinced about the
truth of our words in one
area (such as immuniza-
tion) they may also trust
what else we say in rela-
tion to health.

4. Organizationofhealth edu-
cation so asto relate it to life is acrucial point if it is to lead
to changes in behaviour that promote good health. We
must organize our health education so that it makes
certain people responsible for certain aspects of it, andso
that all (or as nearly all as possible) in a community are
reached with our messages and get involved in health
related activities. Education must be organized sothat we
get the attention ofpeople and so that it can lead straight
to action. We need to involve all existing organizations or
institutions in acommunity soasto get to everyone andso
as to use communication channels that they are familiar
with and trust, e.g., community meetings (of the whole
community), peasants associations, youth and women’s
association meetings, Red Cross clubs, literacy classes,
formal schools, etc. In addition, the mass media can be
used for furthersupport of activities in and with the com-
munity. The organization of health education may be
related to all phases of such education. Community
members may be involved in defining their health-related
problems and needs, in selecting members for a health
committee and members to be trained as community
health workers or given first aid training (e.g., a member
ofawork groupmay betrained todealwith injuries that are
related to ceçtain kinds of work); they should be involved
in discussing professional and economic questions re-

I
Examples needed to

convInce people

Organization of health
~ucat!on

5
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lated to types pf health-pro-
moting facilities a community
should choose (such as a
suitable water source, or which
model(s) of latrines to build),
etc.

5. Communityparticipation is implied in what has been said
already, but it is worth stating this separately. No health
professional(s) can alone create a healthy community.
The participation of everyone in leading clean and healthy
lives and keeping their surroundings clean and healthy is
necessary to get a healthy community. It should be noted
that in many communities people like to discuss matters
among themselves and make decisions that involve their
neighbours as well as themselves, rather than making
individual decisions that make a person stand out a
someone who wants to be different from (and betterthan)
the others. Rather than being an example to imitate, such
a person may become a stumbling-block to further prog-
ress (as people may not want to give him the position of
“path-finder” and thus accept him as a kind of example
and leader for the others). This is of course different if a
person is chosen bythe community totry out an innovation
on behalf of the other community members. One should
always be aware of the views and the sensitivitiesof each
community. If one starts out wrongly, it may later become
verydifficult to overcome resistance that hasbuilt up in the
community.

can best be directed or guided in a systematic way.
Although the community should be involved as much as
possible, there must be a centre for wider co-ordination
and planning for an area. At the highest level this will of
course be the responsibility of the Ministry of Health. But
the conversion of central plans and directives into on-the-
spot programmes, projects and activities must be the re-
sponsibility of someone closer to the local communities.
Hospitals must have their own health education pro-
gramme, buttheyare usuallyso absorbed incurative work
that it may be difficult to make them responsible for cc-
ordinating the health education activities in a wider area.
Such tasks may be best assigned to health centres which
should have a programme both for its own health educa-
tionand forsurroundingclinics and also helpall communal
activities in relation to health education wherever their
help is needed. Sometimes they will be called upon for
help; sometimes they need only to provide special support
(information, teaching aids, etc.) when asked for it; some-
times they will “interfere” when they see problems that
communities are not able or willing to deal with on their
own. They can participate, advise or supervise as the
situation demands. The health centre can thus effectively
serve as the focal point for health education in its “catch-
ment area”. The kinds of activities and personnel they will
need in order to fulfil such a task may vary from place to
place and from time to time, but the overall responsibility
should remain constant. There are, however, other pos-
sible focal or pivotal points which health education can be
organized around. And where health committees exist,
health education for the community should be organized
by (and with) this committee in such a way that the
greatest possible number of community members are

Community
participation

The focal point of
health education

6. Identifying thepivotalpointaround which health education
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Chapter1 The AimsofHealth Education

reached.

To sum up: The aim of health education is not the
impartation of knowledge - although knowledge relevant to
good health is essential - but the aim is better health. Only
when education is so thoroughly absorbed by people that it
leads to changes in their lifeand behaviour which in turn lead
to better health can we say that our health education has
been successful. To achieve the desired results, we have to
consider how we give our health education (methods and
techniques), who our audience is, whom we involve as our
collaborators, and what we teach to different groups or
individuals (this must be relevantto their situation). All these
aspects of health education must be carefully analysed
before we embark on a project or “campaign” of educating
people about how to stay healthy, be strong, and achieve
physical, mental and social well-being.

For added impacts
define:

methods, audience,
coordination,

contents

7
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Chapter 2 The Health Educator and his Tools

Chapter 2 1
The Health Educator and
his Tools

The way health education should be given will depend
on many things: the age, sex, education, culture and inter-
ests of the audience, etc. We must know:

Our subject (what to teach),

The auaience (physical, social and cultural facts),

Howioteach (teaching methods andtechniques, as well as
some educational psychology).

We shall first look at some of the ways of giving health
eoucation that have been used and found to work in different
contects. Later we shall evaluate these methods and tech-
niques ~nLhe Ught of what kind of people we want to educate
(the target audience). We shall also consiaer how to teach or
educate in an organizational context or tramework, so that
hsalth education may have a good chance to lead to behavi-
cur change. First, then, we shall talk of methods and tech-
niques of giving health education in a descriptive way,
leavingihe comparison and evaluation of them till later.

We shall discuss ways of giving health education in the
following order:

A survey of teaching
methods in health

education

talks with discussion (ques-
tions by audience and replies by “teacher”; questions from
“teacher” and audience which are discussed freely by
everyone present: group discussion of theme followed by
group decision and “follow-up” actions);

talks with teaching aids (flipcharts, pictures - photos or
drawings, flanneigraph, blackboard or chalk board, scale
models, leaflets or folders, slides, overhead projectors);

- use of the mass media (radio: newspapers and periodicals;

television and videos);

health education in schools (curricula, examinations, school

health aay and sanitation week, readers in literacy classes):

ous forms, proverbs, cassettes, spot announcements,
displays or exhibits, “town criers”);

“entertainment” (films, plays, role play, puppet shows, folk
tales and fables, songs, dance).

It will be noted that some of these overlap. Thus, plays,
songs and dances can be seen on television, talks can be
given on the radio, folk tales printed in newspapers, etc. But

I talks;

talks with demonstration
(doing what is being taught,
by the “teacher” and by
members of the audience);

1

“reminders” (posters, slogans, ‘Thianoouts,” circulars, van-

9~
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Chapter2 The Health Educator and his Tools

Health education talks Talks
shall see that it is the same
with a difference. A talk may
be given in one waywhen you
can see and hear your audi-
ence, and in a very different
way when you only see a

microphone and a couple of producers in a radio studio and
forthe rest have to imagine your audience andtheir reaction.
A method will be discussed, not in isolation, but in relation to
the audience one is addressing (or at least is expecting). A
presentation often improves when one can address specific
needs of specific people.

We start with the cheapest, easiest, best, most efficient
method of health education of all: that of talking to people
without teaching aids or other supports. In an age with an
exaggerated faith in “media” it is worth stressing that the
human being with its natural “equipment” is a marvellous
instrument for communication. The voice, gestures, the way
one uses one’s eyes, eta, will all influence the effectiveness
of our presentation, and some can use their natural gifts
betterthan others. Although many “means” and “media” can
be used to support a verbal presentation, it is probably
correcttosaythat nothing equals the person to person “con-
frontation” when one person speaks to another or to others
in a (big or small) group. In addition to the message, people
tend to pay better attention to it if personal contact is
established betweenthe person who gives the message and
the one(s) who receive(s) it. There is no excuse for neglect-
ing opportunities of giving health education becaLse one
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Chapter2 The Health Educator and his Tools

lacks teaching aids, equipment and “interesting” supports
(such as films, pictures, charts, etc.).

But person to person communication through talking to
people can be made more effective if we pay attention to
some basic rules or principles ofpresentation that have been
discovered by professional speakers.

Perhaps we should start with defining the topic. Ifwe do
not know exactly what the audience would like to hear a talk
about, or if we do not know their precise needs, we all from
time to time fall back on a more or less relevant topicwe pick
up from a book on health or health education. This maydo for
a start when we are new to a place, before we know an area
and people thereproperly. But our aim should beto first make
ourselves familiar with the health situation in a district; then
to know the various interests and preoccupations ofdifferent
groups in the community. Then we shallbe ina position to talk
to the point about whatpeople need to know and like to know
about in that particu lararea. Thus, it is not very interesting for
people to listen to a talk about goitre in a place where goitre
is no health problem; nor should we give unrealistic advice to
people, such as eating meat every day to avoid protein-
calorie malnutrition if people are so poor that it is impos~ible
for them to follow such advice.

Our first concern should, therefore, be to learn about
people - their health problems, their social and cultural life,
their work and economic life: everything that may influence
their health - and then we can “teach” them in a way that
makes sense to them.

If follows that we have to put some hard work into the

presentation of a talk (or any
other means of giving health H~ItheducatIon talks
education). We must do our
“homework” by collecting data
- in the community as well as
from reading - and by giving
thought to the best way of
explaining our ideas: byusing
examples (taken as much as possible from, Oi a~least rele-
vant to, the local scene); by using language that iu easy to
understand (this may require a knowledge of the local
language - the use of interpreters is a poor substitute; it
definitely requires that one can speak without using medical
words or jargon except where absolutely necessary, and
then such words should be well explained, and one should
find out if there are local names used for the same concepts,
e.g., if there are local terms fordiseases that you may know
by a more scientific name etc.); by addressing real problems
in that particular community; byadapting our talk to the age,
the educational level, thesex and marital status, the religious
beliefs, the political awareness, and the work situation ofour

I audience. There is no purpose in talking about family plan-
ning to very young or very old people, nor about what food

I crops to plant to obtain a balanced diet for people in town
(and when we advise townspeople about diet we must keep
their purchasing power in mind). Food preparation is a
suitabletopicforhousewives; atalkon immunization is most
appreciated by parents with young children; etc. When you
talk about food, be precise in your presentation. This will
depend on who you are talking to: The nutritional needs of
babies and small children are best looked after by the moth-
ers; the nutritional needs of pregnant and lactating mothers
may have to be met by some expense that depends on the
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willingness of the fathers to
pay, so the advice on what
mothers should eat should be
given to both the mothers and
the fathers; nutritional needs
of sick people may have to be
given to both the sick and those
theydepend on. In each case,

one should chooseone’s topic according tothe needand the
situation of the ones talked to.

Talks need not be “formal” in the sense that one puts it
all down on paper. One should be prepared to give specific
and clear advice to individuals, dealing with their special
situation. One should talk differently to a class in formal
schools anda literacy class, to a youth group and a women’s
group, to a political gathering and a gathering’ of the whole
community. In all cases one should be well prepared, know
the topic well so’ as to sound convincing and be able to
answerquestions, and so as to be able to talk freely, without
relying on looking at and reading from a manuscript all the
time.

A person who has to talk regularly to people in this way
should also train his or her voice to obtain the best possible
effect. It may be necessary to pay attention to the level of
one’s speech: it must be loud enough for everyone to hear,
but not too loud either (no individual likes to beaddressed as
if he or the were “a public meeting”). If people do nQt easily
grasp what is said, it may also bebecause we speak too
rapidly: We may have to speakmore slowly when addressing
a group of people than we do when conversing normally. We
should also avoid using difficult words or long sentences:

speak simply and use short sentences. If we ar~advising
individuals, our talk should be very short and to the~point(as
well as polite and considerate: we should try not to embar-
rass or hurt people, as that may annoy th~rnso much that
they will not do as we tell them). If we address a gathering of
people, we should also try to be brief - perhaps 10 to 15
minutes - and leave time for questions if we want to go on for
a longer time. In groups with very specific and strong inter-
ests in a topic, we can go on for longer - half an hour or even
more may be possible without boring our audience: This
applies to professional groups or school classes where a
topic has to be thoroughly absorbed. The main objection to
long talks or speeches is that they are ineffective: the
“attention span” (the time most people are able to concen-
trate on one topic) is limited, and to lengthen this span, it is
good to vary the presentation. Thus, after giving an explana—
tion of a point, one should illustrate it with relevant examples,
and if serious points could be illuminated by somelight-
hearted or humorous anecdote or story, people’s attention
can be kept longer. It is also important to be able to repeat
essential points, preferablywithout appearing to repeat. This
can be done by stating a point, then giving an example ofone
who did the opposite - with dire consequences, or (perhaps
in addition) of one who did “the right thing” (perhaps after
several mistaken attempts - using wrong drugs or visiting
unqualified healers, etc.), and then the main point can be
stated again. Sometimes It is good to state the main pointsas
easy, well-phrased slogans or rules, or even to refer to
appropriate local sayings or proverbs (If they exist and are
correct).

When giving a talk, the speaker should be calm, not~
move his arms or body too much, not walk up and down all

12
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the time, but not be too “stiff” either, speaking with a
monotonous (“boring”) voice, orstanding without any move-
ments of all; and he should let his look move calmly and
slowly overthe audience, without fixing his stare at one spot
all the time (neither in the audience, on the manuscript or -

worst of all - some other point such as on the wall, the ceiling
or out through the window). It may also be important to dress
“ordinarily” so as not to distract the audience by peculiar,
“funny” or even too nice dress.

The human body is a fine instrument for communication
and we should do our best to make that communication as
effective as we possibly can. We can assist this“instrument”
by adding different supplementarytechniques, but we should
not underestimate the possibilities of the human body alone
forgiving effective health education, and we should least of
all neglect the potentials of our bodies by doing less than we
could in personal communication: our cry for more “media”
or “aids” may sometimes conceal our laziness to make the
most of what we do have (Le. ourselves). Even the effective-
ness of “aids” and “media” depends to a large extent on the
way we have developed our personal effectiveness as
communicators.

the demonstration of what is being said through accompany-
ing actions so asto make the words or “lesson” visible io the
audience.

It is important to pay attention to the talk accompanying
the demonstration. This must be clear and spaced out so as
to assist the demonstration point for point. One should not
talk all the time but let the actions speak for themselves at
suitable points, so asto “underline” the words, as it were. But
not all actions or objects seen during a demonstration are
clear enough b~themselves, so it is important to explain well
what is being shown. A demonstration should be given in a

-I

I-

Talks with
Demonstration

We shall talk about the
use of teaching aids later. What
we are concerned with here is

Talks with
demonstration
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logical sequence, so that one
step follows naturally upon
another. One should not be
afraid to make pauses and to
repeat what may not be clear
at once.

Let us take some ex-
amples ofsuch teaching sessions. If wewant to teach people
tochangeto a more balanceddiet, orto start eating foods that
they are not used to, we should have all the recommended
items present, arranged in a good order, and not only show
them to people but also let them handle them so as to
become familiar with them. But more than that, one should
arrange sessions with the housewives where the food is
being prepared and tasted or eaten after it is prepared.
During such a session, one should not only show how it is
done while the women look at, but some (in a big group) or
all (in asmall group) should begiven tasks so asto participate
in the demonstration. They learn better in that way, and they
will probably have a better attitude to new and unknown
foods they have helped to make than what is handed to them
as something “strange”. They must also be told the benefits
of the new foods. But the introduction of new foods may also
involve new crops, and then the farmers should be invited to
a meeting as well. If for example maize is being introduced,
the plant, the cob, the individual seeds should be shown, and
explanations should be given of how to plant and look often
the crops, average expected yields, the market situation for
maize, how to handle the cobs till they end up as flour, what
work is involved and what labour-saving machinery may be
available at different stages; and all that is being said should
be shown, if possible, or at least as much as can be found,

J

and illustrations may have to do for the rest.

Other examples: If breast-feeding is being recommended
for new mothers, it may be good to have that demonstrated
by an experienced mother - if she knows howto do it well, as
it is more complicated to breast-feed well than many people
imagine (the flow of milk has to be easy and the baby held to
the breast soas not togive pain or sore nipples to the mother,
etc.). If family planning devices are demonstrated, the real
devices should be shown, andalthough the demonstration of
their actual application may be difticult, one should try to
come as close to the real situation as possible. If Oral
Rehydration Therapy (OAT) is being recommended and
taught, the mixingof Oral Rehydration Salts (ORS) should be
shown as it is really done, and the participants in the meet-
ing (especially mothers) should be given a chance to do it.
They can also be asked totaste the ORS solution. It is better
if they taste it (and may be disgusted by it) in a meeting than
at home - and then may think that a sick child will not take it.
If the benefits of ORS are explained to them and if they are
also told that adehydrated child will drink almost anything to
replace lost fluid, they are more likely to go ahead with it at
home. If they have made ORS in a meeting, they may feel
confident to do it at home, but if they have only heard about
it they may still hesitate to do it.

There are other kinds of demonstration that are not as
easy as the examples above. To show harmful germs in
unclean water may require the use of a microscope, but
poorly educated and uneducated people may not believe
that what they see in the microscope is actually what exists
in reality - they may rather suspect a “trick” of some kind. It
may therefore be necessary to explain the principles of

Talks with
demonstration
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magnification and take them stage by stage, enlarging only
on recognizable scales, going furtherand further, till one can
show things that are not visible to the naked eye. Some may
be convinced, and the doubters may be convinced later. But
it may be worth trying in any case. One could also “visualize
dirt” that is not immediately visible by taking three glasses
with pure water, then spit into one glass and dipone’s fingers
in the second, and leave the third glass as it is; then one can
rapidly move the glasses around so that no one knows which
is which, and then ask them if they are willing to drink from
one of the glasses without knowing which contains pure
water. This can open the eyes of some to the fact that there
can be dirt in food and drink even if it is not visible to the naked
eye.

A talk with demonstration gives variety, may keep the
interest and attention of people Iongerthan mere words, and
such a session is better remembered than a mere lecture.
You may have heard the saying of the Chinese that “what I
hear I forget, what I see I remember, and what I do I know”.
That may be true here.

Talks with Talks with discussion

Discussion
It may be true what we

said above, that “what I do I
know”; but even if I know how

to do a thing, it does not mean that I am convinced that this
is the best (oreven a necessary) thing to do. I may learn how
to prepare a delicious pork chop, but I may not therefore be
persuaded to eat it. There is another teaching method that
may have greater impact and influence as a means of per-
suasion, and that is the free, open and candid discussion of
questions of common concern or relevance.

One can talk to anddiscuss with individuals and groups,
and the “techniques” involved may not differ much from one
situation to another, but the impact of group discussions may
be greater than individual discussions and persuasion;this is
particularly so in societies with strong communal identity and
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Talks with discussion
solidarity and where people
have a strong fe1eling of being
part of a group. In large groups,
such as meetings of whole
communities, it is not possible
for everyone to take part in the
discussion, but a reasonable
number of people should be

allowed to participate. In small groups, each one should be
given a chance to participate, and the leader or chairman of
the meeting should see to it that everyone gets a fair chance
to have his or her say. If there are some who are shy or feel
that they have nothing to say, the chairman can call upon
these silent ones (if necessary by name) to give their views
orto ask questions if there are things they do not understand
ordo not agree with. It may be necessary for the chairman to
let several people speak about the same topic before he
allows new topics to be raised. This will depend on the
importance of the topic: some topics can be passed over
quickly whereas others are more essential to the theme of the
meeting and will need more thorough discussion.

The main speaker at such a discussion forum must be
well prepared so that he can answer all (or at least most)
questions pertinent to his topic. Sometimes a “panel” or
group of specialists or professionals may be asked to be
present at a meeting and give their views and answer
questions. It is possible to let each of them give a short
introductory talk and then let them discuss the topic briefly
among themselves, and then the chairman can declare the
floor open for discussion, when anyone present can partici-
pate. It is possible to let people ask questions to the main
speaker or the panel, and have questions answered. On the

other hand the speaker(s) can put questions to the audience,
so that awide spectrum of views and observations are aired.
But a more lively and effective means of informing and
persuading is it to let the discussion be free, as among
equals, with due respect given to professional information
and opinion, without deferring to it completely. If the audience
cannot be persuaded to follow a certain course of action
which professional people may be convinced is to the benefit
of the community, it may be necessary to hold several such
meetings, perhaps alternating with information and educa-
tion activities in other fora.

When a group is persuaded or convinced of the desira-
bility of a certain course of action, it is important to let them
get a chance to make a common, group decision and
resolution about it. Names should then as far as possible be
noted down and means of follow-up should be devised. If
there is a secret vote about a matter, it would still be good to
ask for volunteers to try out a new thing and report on their
experiences to a future meeting. Such practical experiences
may have great persuasive power.

Any resolution must be followed up. A group or a person
must be made responsible to see to it that the resolution is
followed through, and that reports on any follow-up action is
given, as far as possible to the same people as those who
were present at the original meeting, and if possible with new
participants as well. Unless people know that they will have
to, or are expected to, account for a resolution made in a

I meeting or a promise given (especially to olher community
members), they may easily “forget” about the matter and no
useful result comes out of the original meeting.
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ITaiks with Teaching Aids

The use of teaching aids when giving health education
is very popular. Teaching aids help to emphasize the main
points of our message, and by seeing or hearing things in
addition to whatwe say with our voice, people’s attention will
be more easily kept and they will remembermore of whatwe
say. Someteaching aids have become so sophisticated that
long training may be needed to USB them all effectively. We
shall here concentrate on the more straightforward teaching
aids, both because it is good to use aids that people can use
everywhere, in the poor and remote areas as well as in more
affluent centres, and that can be handled by all kinds of health
educators. Weshall also see in alaterchapterthat the simple
teaching aids may be the more effective ones.

like a poster, with or without words, but the essential things
about flipcharts are that:

they are a series of pictures making up a connected
sequence of illustrations or explanations; and

they are used to support the oral explanations given by the

instructor.

Flipcharts,are held together at the top, so that they can
be turned over and seen clearly one after the other. They
should form a logical sequence of explanations. If there are

Flipcharts
We shall start with ateach-

ing aid that can be said to be a
further development of the
poster. The flipehart may be

Talks with teaching

aids

Fllpcharts

— ..1~w’f..
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no words, the meaning of the
pictures must be given clearly
by the “teacher”. If there are
words on the charts, they are
also reminders forthe instruc-

I I torabout what to teach. There
I I are some flipchartswith head-

ings and slogans in big letters
for all to see, and withthe main points of the “lesson” in small
letters, and these latter serve to help the health educator to
recall the main points. These points in small letters are not
meant to be read by the audience.

It is good to activate the audience by asking them what
the picture means and to let them come with different
opinions before the instructor gives the meaning of the chart
as it is intended to be. If there are words written in big letters
for the audience, one can ask someone near-by who can see
the words clearly to read the words or text. If the charts
contain names ofdiseases or medicines that may have local
names that differ from the more scientific words used in the
charts, it is important to get the local names, either from the
audience or to tell them the local names if the instructor
knows these. The whole “lesson” should as far as possible
be given in the local language used by the people irrespec-
tive of the language used in the charts.

When using the charts, it is necessary to hang them up
so that it is easy to turn the “pages” or charts. If there is no
place to hang them, it may be best to ask two persons from
the audience to hold them, and show them how to turn the
charts smoothly.

The instructor should be well prepared so that he can
explain each chart clearly and fluently, without hesitating.
Even when he can read the explanations on the charts
themselves, he should have studied and memorized these
explanations so well beforehand that during the teaching
session hecan speak fluently without having to read from the
charts all the time.

When he has finished explaining one chart, he can say
to the helper or helpers who turn(s) the charts, “Next picture
please,” sothat the session runs smoothly. (Even when there
is atable or “pulpit” or rack to hang the charts from, it may be
good to ask someone from the audience to turn the charts.)

It is possible to stand behind the charts when explaining
them. This allows everyone to see without anyone coming in
the way of the pictures. In this case, the written explanation
of the charts may be written on the back of the previous
charts, so that the instructor can read these or look at them
to help his memory in explaining the charts. This may
sometimesbe the bestway, if the charts are complicatedand
there are many things to remember and explain.

But in most cases the charts are simple enough, and it
is usually best to use charts that do not require too much
explanation, as people will forget what is said if it is too
detailed or complicated. In most simple charts, it is good to
have at least something written on each chart, such as a
heading and/ora short explanation. When explaining such a
chart. the instructor should stand in front of the chart, but to
the side so that all can see it. He could well have a stick or
pointer to point at different details in the pictures as well as
to the written words. He can alsoask people to say what they
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see and to read the clear words in the flipcharts. For this, he
needs tosee the charts and be able topoint to them from time

It is essential to use flipcharts so that they become an
integralpart of the teaching session, reinforcing what is being
said. Thus, spoken words, read words and pictures should
make up one whole, each aspect of the teaching process
reinforcing the other. Teaching aids do not work by them-
selves; that is why they are called “aids”; they help us when
we teach people.

Flipcharts can be made simply by the instructor or by
people in the ccmmunity; or ready-made, printed ones can
be obtained from government ministries or elsewhere. If the
ready-made ones are suitable and can be obtained easily, it
may be best to use them. These may have been pretested
and found suitable for a wide audience before they were
printed. But sometimes there are no suitable printed charts
available, or they may be found to be “unacceptable” to
certain audiences; e.g., there may be pictures that some
groups or societies find offensive, or they show pictures of
things that are not supposed to be shown in a corn nunity.
Then it may be best to make flipcharts locally. This is als~ithe
case if printed versions use a language that is not (well)
understood in the local community.

If you make your own flipcharts, or if you get someone
in your community to make them, you should find cardboard
or drawing paperthat is big enoughto make illustrations that
are clear enough for everyone to see in the audience with
whom you expect to use them. Often it is good to teach small
groups at a time; but you may find that you have to teach a

meeting of the wholecommu-
nity also, In this latter case,
you will need to have charts
that are big enoughto be seen
also from some distance.
Some make charts out ofcal-
ico or linen cloth, which is more
durable than paper (and the
cost of locally made calico is often’reasonab~E).The cheap-
est charts may be in black and white, but Qudiences may
prefer colourful illustrations, and if it can be afforded, it may
be good to use different colours.

The pictures should reflect local scenes and the people
should look and dress like people in the local communityas
much as possible. When making a chart, it is important to
leave out unimportant details and concentrate only on the
main points, sothat people easily get the essential message
you want to pass on and not be distracted by otherthings in
the picture that are not relevantto what you want to teach. If
there are things that people find offensive in the picture, they
are likely to note such things first of all and may even not
notice what you want to tell them.

When teaching with the help of flipcharts, stress essen-
tial points. Tell first what the “lesson” is about; then go
through each chart, teaching only essential points; then, at
the end, repeat the main points. This last you can do with the1
help of the audience, asking them if they rememberthe main
points, going through them together - instructor and audi-
ence, withthe instructorcorrecting anyerrors, ofcourse.The
whole “teachjng session’! bythe instructor should not be too
long, not more than 30 minutes, but 15 to 20 minutes may be
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a better time. After the teach-
Flipcharts ing session, it is g’ood to let the

audience get a chance to ask
questions and come with their
own suggestions and com-
ments. Even this “open” ses-
sion should not last two long.
The total session, with the

teaching part and the open question and answer or discus-
sion part, could last forhalf an hour or upto one hour, but not
more. The short sessions with clear explanations and con-
centration on main pointsonly are often the most effective. If
people have too many questions, it may be best to arrange
another (continuation)session, or tell people where theycan
meet the instructor forprivate advice and discussion. The in-
structor may find it worthwhile to visit the homes of members
of the audience to continue the education process privately.
It may be the people whoask noquestions in public meetings
who need most private help. They may be silent in big
gatherings because they are too shy to ask questions, or
because they do not understand and are afraid to ask
questionsthey thinkothers may regardas “stupid”. In private
it may be easier to reach these with the relevant health
message.

Flipcha:1~may be made cheaply and still be among the
best teaching aids available if they are used properly and
effectively. Each chart should make one main point, and
together a series of flipcharts should tell one connected
“story,” i.e., they should give the necessary instruction
around one main theme, e.g., immunization, abalanceddiet,
the main “entry points” of communicable diseases, how to
keep latrines clean, howto treat unclean water, howto make

and give oral rehydration salts, etc. “Not too much, not too
long” - these are essential points to remember when using
flipcharts.

Chapter 2
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We are here talking about photos and drawings one can
prepare beforehand and even make during a teaching ses-
sion (on paper or on the blackboard). We do not refer here to
large posters or flipcharts - these are discussed elsewhere.

Small-scale pictures are most suitable in small gather-
ingswhere the pictures can be passed from person to person
and each can take the time he needs to absorb what is in the
picture. The group leader or instructor can explain each

I picture as it is sent around, either for the whole group or for
each person as he sees the picture. Although the latter
approach - individual explanation - may be time-consuming,
it may also be the most effective method: it ensures a
personal touch in the explanation (and this people tend to
remember), and it mayensure repetition for those who listen
in. Another way is to explain a picture to the person nearest
the instructor and ask him to explain it to the one next to him

again, and so on, till everyone
has heard the explanation and
had a chance to explain the
picture to his neighbour. (The
sequence in which the pic-
tures are seen may beslightly
altered - but not too much, as
that would cause confusion -

so asto avoid that the last person gets no chance to explain
them to anyone. But if the last to see them explains each
picture to the teacher, it is a check that no distortions have

I been passed on.) What people explain they rememberbetter
than what they only hear, sothis is adevice to help retention
or the memory.

Whereas charts usually only have the outline or mere
essentials of a “scene” - what is necessary to pass on a
message, pictures may have all the details of the real
situation: this is the case with photographs. But uneducated
people or people who live in areas where photos are rare
often have difficulties in interpreting photos or seeing what is
actually shown in the picture. This is a difficulty people who
are used tophotos, films, magazines and books with pictures
do not always realize. Photos should therefore only be used
with audiences with some education, unless they are “simple”.
Photos can be from the instructor’s own collection orthey can
be borrowed from others. Pictures can also be cut out of
magazines or newspapers if they are suitable for what we
want them for. As teaching aids they may notalways be quite
to the point (although some are), but if they are used in a
small group in a friendly atmosphere they may have astrong
impact because “friends” may be open to advice and sug-
gestions from each other, and the scepticism or hostility to

Pictures Pictures
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new ideas may Lie overcome
in “home-like” surroundings
more easily than in a more
formal “teaching session”.

For people who are not
used to photographs, it may
be better to use small draw-

ings on paper/cardboard or the blackboard. Then inessen-
tials may be left out and it becomes easier for some people
to get the point. This is most often the case among unedu-
cated people living in remote areas. But the friendly “family”
atmosphere can be maintained and drawings and more
personal conversation and discussion can be used in the
same way as with photographs. An “intimate” approach can
be persuasiveto some whowould be “left cold” by instruction
given in largermeetings. Photosand small drawings can also
be used to emphasize messages given during home visits.

You should use picturesthat resemble life inthecommu-
nity it this is possible. This is easier to understand for most
people than pictures from foreign cultures. (More educated
people may enjoy seeing pictures from foreign parts, butwe
are not so much concerned with this kind of audience here.)

Instead of keeping or storing pictures individually it may
be a good idea to keep them in a simple album.

A flanneigraph can be made fairly easily if you can afford
to buy some coarse cloth, called flannel, enough to cover a
board of the size you want (about as big as a small black-
board) and also to cover the backside of pictures (which are
glued to the cloth). Usuallycoloured cloth is used (e.g., dark
green). The pictures stickto the flannel-covered board when
you put them up. It is also possible to buy ready made
flannelgraphs. These teaching aids are not so much used,
perhaps because ofthecost involved to make oracquireone,
and the work involved in storing and keeping the pictures in
a proper way, and the work involved in making new pictures
needed each time you want to change the content of your
“lesson”.

Some people use the idea of the flannelgraph and cut
out cardboard figures and colourthem and fix them with glue
to a board of plain cardboard. The fixtures (or pictures) have
to be torn off after each use, which mayspoil the set abit. But

Pictures

Flannelgraph

Flanneigraph
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if it is rarely used, it may be possible to replace spoiled parts
each time this teaching aid is used.

The advantage of a flannelgraph is that one can illustrate
what is being said step by step, so asto build up a total picture
of the contents of a talk gradually, in step with the under-
standing of the audience. If we want to teach about protein-
rich foods, we can put up one picture ofone protein-rich food
atatime, and add to it until all the main sources ofprotein are
displayed. If a total picture ofall these foods is shown at once,
this may easilyconfuse people because the brain maynot be
able to absorb so many details in one go.

But with the use of a flannelgraph, one detail is taken at
atime and new details are added in step with the speed with
which the audience can grasp or assimilate them. The total
picture should not be built up too fast. If people are asked to
help with selecting and putting up the pictures on the board
and perhaps discuss or comment on various points during
the building-up of the total picture on the flannelgraph, they
will be able to digest the lesson as it goes aong.

It is important to prepare a session with a flannelgraph
well. All the pieces or pictures must be ready at hand, and
they must be arranged in an orderly manner so that each
piece can be found easily. It is possible to number each
piece; and in anycase they should be placed on atable or an
easily accessible place near (in front of) the flanneigraph, ~o
that one picture can be picked up after the other wit~ic~ut
having to shuffle through the ~otto find the iIlustratic~nc~
picture one wantc

If the flanrieigraph can~otb~attached to :~,wall, it can

(‘~placedon a table and be
leaning towards the wall with
the pieces/pictures/illustra-
tions (whichcan be picturesof
scenes, a piece of cardboard
cut out like a fruit etc., or let-
ters and words) placed on the
table in front of the flannelgraph
board

The Ilannelgraph can be used best with small groups, as
the board and pictures are usually not big enough to be seen
easily or clearly by everyone in a big audience or group.

Elanneigraph
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thus not the main things when we teach about health. Very
sophisticated aids can become so absorbing and “interest-
ing” in themselves that people may even overlook what the
message is supposed to be. One simple teaching aid that can
be used to good purpose and with a strong impact is the
blackboard, This is present not only in classroomsbut also in
many halls where instruction is given, and in addition there
are portable blackboards that can be taken almost any-
where. On a blackboard, we can easily note down main

J

points, make illustrations if we have the talent for it (or we can
ask someone else who can do such things well to draw
illustrations for us), and erase and re-dowhat has been badly
done, and we can ask people to participate in writing on the
blackboard. After the instructor has gone through the main
points and written them on the board, he can erase what he
has written and ask one from the audience to write them
again, perhaps with help and corrections from the rest of the
audience.

As many people will be used to the blackboard - from
literacy classes, school or meetings - it is an accepted tool
people feel at ease with, and this teaching aid should be
exploited to the full, especiallywhere otheraids are not easily
available. But in many cases the blackboard should be the
teaching aid of choice, even where other teaching aids are
available. This is particularly the case when teaching at a
(slightly) higher level, where many things may have to be
written or illustrated. If typewriters and duplicating machines
are not available, the blackboard may also be used for
“lecture notes”; but any message, point or straightforward
illustration may be put on the blackboard.

What is seen is remembered better than what is only
heard, so one should put down what is said in writing aswell,
if possible (but only the main points during a talk). If people
from the audience are involved, it is easier to maintain their
attention and interest during the whole teaching session,
whereas their minds may wander if they only sit and listen
passively.

Blackboard
or
chalk board

Blackboard or
chalk bo~rd

Teaching aids are aids to
help or assist the talk wegive
on health. Teaching aids are

,~

I
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Instead of using pictures or drawings of what we talk
about, we can use models of the objects. If large things are
the topic of our talk, we need scale models that show a
smaller “version”of the things than are found in real life. Ifwe
talk about latrines, we may use asmall model to illustrate our
points. Sometimes we use enlarged models, e.g., ofharmful
insects. In othercases we can use full scale models, such as
of a banana or a loaf of bread. Although we sometimes can
use the real thing (as when we demonstrate things from real
life), a model has the advantage that it does not rot or decay,
and it can be used again and again. People can handle it
gently - even models can break, and it can pass from hand
to hand if it is a small thing, or people can gather around a
model so as to study all the details.

Expertly made models can sometimes be costly, so it is

almost always preferable to
make one’s models locally with ~ models
cheap, locallyavailable mate-
rials, using local skills (people
who can make models in the
local community). Models
should have the right proper-
tional measurements(scales)
so astocome asclose as possible to a real situation, and the
difference in scale between the model and the real thing
should be explained to the audience. If a model of a fly is
shown in a “lesson” about communicable diseases, people
may be relieved to think that there are no flies as big as the
model in their community and therefore the danger of trans-
mitting disease bysuch flies is not very great - unless they are
told that your enlarged model is meant only to make clear
what is not in every detail easy to see e.g., a tiny fly (or
mosquito, etc.). Such explanations may be even more nec-
essary when talking about germs that in a normal state are
not visible to the naked eye. When you have a small model
of a thing that is large in reality (such as a latrine), it may be
easierforpeopleto relate the modelto real life; but especially
for uneducated people one should not take such things for
granted, but explain how a model differs from the real thing.

Models may be made of clay, pulp (basically paper),
cloth, wood and other materials. One should look for people
in the community with various talents in this field if one wants
to use models asteaching aids, and especially useful people
in this respect may beelected as members of health commit-
tees so that they become co-operative in the field of health
education and at the same time are shown appreciation for,
their contribution.

-I
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- Scale models Some models can be Leaflets or folders
made parts of displays of a

Leaflets or folders more permanent kind, and
some may be used in puppet
shows. Instead of always
making new things for differ-
ent uses, one should look for

different ways of using the same things. This will reduce the
costof andwork involved in acquiring suchteaching aids, but
a suitable storing place will then be needed.

A leaflet can in a way be said to adapt the idea of the
flipchart, but the arrangement and use are different. A leaflet
is a series of pictures on a piece of paper, with short, simple
explanations, arranged in sequence and folded, and both
sides ofthe paperare used. They are alsocalled folders. The
size is small sothat a person can carry agreat number in his
hand at atime. They are mostly used with individual instruc-
tion, sothat each picture or “page” can be seen bythe person
being instructed. The size of a “page” in a leaflet or folder is
about the same as in a“pocket book,” but it is one connected
strip of paper with perhaps four pictures or “pages” on each
side. Thus, a leaflet/folder may have a “front page” and
seven “pages” with pictures or illustrations and short expla-
nations. But some folders/leaflets are shorterand some quite
a bit bigger. (If they become much bigger - more than ten
pages - it may be better to arrange them as in a book with
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staples in the middle. This may become a small book.)

Leaflets are ideal for health Norkers who visit homes.
What they have to say may beern~hasized and reinforced by
such a simple teaching aid. After the home visit, the leaflet
should be left behind in the home visited, and thus it can be
read or looked at again (and serve as a reminder),and the
person who has received the instruction may explain (the
contents of) the leaflet to other members of the family (or to
visitors) at other times.

The illustrations in leaflets must be clear and simple,
concentrating on main points and leaving out unimportant
data. For mass consumption, the language must also be
simple, and as far as possible the local language should be
used. Leaflets can easily be produced locally, using stencils
and duplicating machines. Others are made and distributed
by thegovernmentand by many organizations. It is important
to use ieaflets that are relevant to the situation in the
community where they are used and that are also culturally
acceptable (so that people do not find them offensive).

Leaflets should not be just handed out or left an~where
people maycome and pick them up. Leaflets are meant .obe
used in person-to-person encounters, with further explana-
tions and encouragement to practise what is being taught.
The advantage of the personalapproach is thatthe “teacher”
can check if the “lesson” is properly understood, answer
questions and arrange for a further (follow-up) visit to see if
the instruction (or theory) has been put into practice. At the
end of a home visit, the health educatorshould tell when the
next visit is likely to be, and the people in the home can be told
that the same topic will be discussed again and that people

are expected to do something
about their health behaviour
in the meantime. Then they
are more likely to do some-
thing about what they have
been taught - and nljist forget
it, as many people tend to do.

Leaflets or folders

I
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Slides Slides
Slides are transparent

colour pictures projected on
to a white screen in a dark
room. The advantage of a dark

room when the pictures are being shown is that the audience
cannot see other things very well and will therefore usually
concentrate on the pictures. With a big screen, slides can be
shown to a fairly big audience. With a small screen, the
audience ought to be smaller. Because the pictures domi-
nate the teaching session when slides are used, people may
pay less attention to what is being said in the dark. As the
impression is mostly on the eyes,with veryclearpictures, the
explanations should not be continuous, but brief comments
to the point should accompany each picture, and then the
audience should be left for some seconds to absorb the
meaning of the picture after the explanation has been given.

Sometimes a more artistic presentation of a slide show
is attempted. One can thus record the comments on tape,
with a good, experienced commentator reading the text
accompanying the slides, and background music to fill the
time between the spoken words. There is then also usually
a special sign (a tone recorded on the tape) to indicate to the
person in charge of the show when he should change the
picture. Although this may be good entertainment, there is a
danger with too artistically prepared and presented slide
shows that the impact with respect to “lessons learnt” may
actually be reduced in thisway. The advantage ofa personal
presence should not be underestimated. A person in charge
may notice if the audience gets restless and then speed up
the presentation, or he can ask some questions of the
audience to “wake them up” by activating them to some
extent. People will also normally react more attentively to a
person who is present while explaining the picturesthan if the
voice is recorded and the speaker is not there.

A slide show should not be so long that people get tired
and bored. Half an hour may be found to be the maximum
time for profitable instruction, and that a show of 15 or 20
minutes is to be preferred. But a show should not be looked
upon as complete in itself. A careful, but short, introduction
about the reason for showing the slides (the theme or topic
of the session) should be given before the slides are pre-
sented. The presentation must also becarefully prepared, so
that the slide projector and screen are placed so that all can
seeclearly, sothat the cable reachesthe wall plug, so that the
pictures fill the screen (neither more nor less), so that the
person presenting the show does not block the vision of part
of the audience (it is better to place the chairs correctly be-
fore the show starts than to have a lot of reshuffling of chairs
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when the first pictures are being shown), etc.

After the show, it is good to use some time (but not too
long) to revise the main points of the show and to challenge
people to take action on the basis of the slideshow, orin other
words, to changetheir behaviour accordingly. It may begood
to note down the names of those present (or at least some,
if the audience is large) and follow the show up with home
~sits,when reference can be made to the slide show and its
message. This will reinforce or strengthen the impact of the
show.

But because of the strong impression usually made by
slides bythemselves, some find that people feel bored by too
much talk after a show of slides, and that it is therefore not
useful to use many words after the show is over. It may be
better to let people air their views, or to have an informal
session when people stay together and talk - perhaps while
drinking tea - when they mayexpress theirfeelings about the
showto each other. Although the instructor may not geta full
picture of what people say and think in this latter case, it may
still have an impact. People may wish to know what others
think before they put the “lesson” into practice, and informal
discussions may therefore prepare future action, or only
prepare the “mood” for the next meeting on the same topic.

Although people like slides (and other projected or
picture shows), it may be that their importance as teaching
aids are sometimes exaggerated. People may enjoy and
even remember pictures better than spoken words, but this
may not lead to a change of behaviour more than a talk
session - actually talk and discussion and/or demonstration
may be better suited to influence people to change their

rhealth..related behaviour. In
addition, slide shows are de- Slides
pendent on the availability of
slide projectors and electric-
ity, which may not be the case
in rural areas that need the
“lessons” we want to teach
most. But as a supplementary
teaching tool, slides should not be overlooked. It may be that
they are best suited to teach health educators, who will then
bring the message to others, using simpler teaching aids.

‘~1~~
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OverheadOverhead projectors

Opaque projectors projectors
Overhead projectors can

display on screens or a suit-
able wall what has been pre-

pared on transparent plastic sheets; or we can write, with
suitable pens, on these sheets while we give our “lecture”. It
is possible to write words or draw illustrations on these
transparencieswhile the lecture is going on. It is also possible
to photocopy materials on to transparencies. The overhead
projector can be used in ordinary day-light - it is not madefor
use in darkened rooms. These projectors can only be used
when electricity is available. It is quite convenient to use an
overhead projector while seated, and many therefore find
this teaching aid a simpleand helpful device. It is easy to rub
outwhat has been written on the transparencies after use, to
make changes or corrections or to wipe it all out and re-use

30

the same transparencies many times. In a way it functions
like a blackboard, but as it is easy to use it while facing the
audience all the time and as it can use sheets prepared
before-hand, it has also many advantages over the black-
board. Its main drawbacks are that electricity is needed
(which makes it unsuitedfor many areas) and that it needs an
initial input (the cost of the machine is beyond what many
organizations can afford).

If a good series of sheets are ready for use when the talk
begins, it can be used somewhat like a series of flipcharts
also. The audience should ideally not be too large. Overhead
projectors are ideal tools for training of health educators,
when giving lectures, andteaching at somewhat advanced
levels, although they can in fact be used with all kinds of
audiences.

A more adaptable tool, but also a more difficult machine
to move from place to place (due to its size and weight) is the
opaqueprojector, with whichyou can showpictures and texts
directly from any printed materials. Only larger centres
(towns) are likely to have this tool, and the owners may be
afraid to lend it to anyone to operate, except their own
technicians. It may therefore not be so easy to make regular
use of opaque projectors. Still, they should be kept in mind
where accessible. Again, like the overhead projector, the
opaque projector may be most suitable when teaching audi-
ences at asomewhat higher level, that is, educators who are
being trained to train the broad masses. Electricity is needed
to operate an opaque projector.

With both kinds of projectors mentioned above, it is
important to keep in mind that they are teaching aids only,L I
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(~dthat the most important part of the teaching session
how you use them to support what you have to say: aids
should not take over from the speaker and make him super-
fluous or secondary. The meeting of people is more impor-
tant and has greater impact than the meeting of people with
machines only. The speaker uses - and should not be used
by - teaching aids, and heorshe is morethan amere operator
of machines.

TheHealthEducatorandhis Tools
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Chapter 3
Use of the Mass Media

When we talk of the mass media, we use the word
“mass” differently from its use in the phrase mass meeting.
At a mass meeting, the “mass” of people is present at the
same time and a speakeraddresses a large group of people
who are together at the same time and whobytheir reactions
and moods can influence each other (and perhaps the
speaker and organizers of the meeting). In the use of the
mass media, we talk to or write for many people (and in the
case of radio and television, many people who listen or watch
at the same time), but these people are not together, - they
do not form a mass audience (although groups of people
come together occasionally to listen to the radio or watch
television). The typical radio and television audience Is the
family, the individual, or a small group of close friends; and
newspapersand periodicals/magazines/journals are usually
read by individuals (although sometimes one who can read
is askedto read for small local groups). The important thing
about the mass media is that a great number of individuals
and smallgroupsare reached, and if we are successful in our
use of the mass media, we can achieve valuable results; if,
on the other hand, our use of the media is poor, we spoil and
miss a great opportunity of influencing people, and we fail
them if theygive us of their time andattention, only to findthat
they benefited nothing from listening to us or reading our
article in the newspaper. The wide dissemination of radios
and newspapers in particular makes it a heavy responsibil-
ity for anyone who has accessto the use of these media (as

contributors, not only as
“consumers”) to use them well, Use of the mass media

One other misunder-
standing of the mass media
should be cleared up before
we proceedtodiscuss each of
them:thatwe can have avast
influence on a whole population through the mass media. A
more realistic attitude to the media shows that the impact
they make is gradual, accumulative, and almost impercep-
tible; that is, each programme or article may achieve very
little, but totally, over a long period, the mass media can form
the habits of thought and the general views (“the climate of
opinion”) of a large numberof people. The mass media may
not even workwell (have agreat impact) ontheirownbut may
function best when they prepare the ground, or are used as
supporting media, together with other means of educating
the masses, such as school or literacy education, personal
visits to homes, mass meetings, group meetings (of women,
new mothers, youth, professional groups, etc.). Instead of
being discouraged by the “weak” impact the mass media
mayhave, we should rather be encouragedto make the very
best use of the media soas to increase their impact, and also
to organize our health education so that our success or
failure does not depend on one kind of communication only,
but that the use of the mass media is integrated with the use
of several othermedia and approaches. The mass media do
not work miracles but they are important tools for health
education.
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use one major (national) language, whereas regionally/
locally produced programmes may employ languages that
are spoken and understood in smaller areas. People who
work in more responsible jobs in the field of health education
may be asked to participate in radio broadcasts. This partici-
pation may be as planners (suggesting suitable topics for
radio programmes, either during critical times of epidemics,
or pointing out endemic, constant health problems in an area
or making long term plans for health programmes touching
on topics of major concern both nationally and locally), as
participants (being interviewed, taking part in a discussion, or
organizing the staff under one’s leadership for participation

in radio programmes), oras promoters ofhealth education by
radio. The latter requires that the health educator or health
education officer responsible for health education in an area
does notwaittobeasked to participate in a radio programme;
on the contrary, he should look upon radio as a national
resource meant to serve the people, and a resource over
which he should have some influence in the form of making
suggestionsas to its properuse. In case he thinks that health
education is not getting its proper share of the programmes,
he should make suggestions about how it could be better
used for health education. Health education is not given for
the sake of the health educator but to serve and benefit the
people ofacommunityandcountry. National media (whether
general or educational radio services orother media) should
therefore be used for the benefit of the nation. It is the
responsibility ofeach professional to be alert to all channels
and opportunities to help the people of the country and to
make media people aware of unused opportunities. Radio
professionals have the appropriate skills to make good radio
programmes, but it maybe beyond their ability to knowall the
needs of a country and how to serve the people in all fields.
Co-operation between radio professionals and other (such
as medical or educational) professionals is therefore needed.
A health educator should thus not wait to be asked to
participate in radio programmes but he himself should ask
radio workers to make more and/or better health education
programmes it he thinks there is a need for them. He must
then also be willing to participate if asked to do so.

To make and participate in radio programmes needs
preparation. Much help with this will be given by radio
professionals, so it shall not be discussed in detail here. But
some generalpoints should be known to participants in radio

Radio Radio
Radio programmes are

produced centrally for the
whole nation and locally for
audiences that are more lim-
ited. Main programmes may

II
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programmes, and we shall look at these here.

When talking on radio, we should regard ourselves as
guests coming as visitors into a 1-ome. Ifpeople like us, they
will listen to what we have to say. If they do not like us, they
will switch off their sets or start talking about or doing some-
thing else. It is not good radio to thank people for having lis-
tened to a programme: nobody listens to radio to please
those who make or participate in the programme - on the
contrary, they listen to please or benefit themselves (and if
they listen, they woUld be grateful to the people on the radio
for a good programme, rather than the other way round).

It is a mistake to overrate radio, thinking that one can
quickly andeasily educatethe whole population by means of
radio. It is true that radio probably reaches more people than
any other means. It is fairly cheap and popular, and very
many hemes have a radio set, in all communities. It reaches
people who can read and write, as well as illiterate people.
Radio is not dependent on electricity (except the small
amount obtained from batteries). The only reservation to
regarding the whole nation as a possible audienc~is the
limitation set by the language barrier: not everyon~.under-
stands the languages used on radio. Still, the potential audi-
ence for radio programmes is very vast. Even so, we Jo not,
will not and cannot achieve everything we wan~by means of
radio. Still, it is a powerful means for communicating knowl-
edge. views and ideas and for educating and entertaining
peop’e.

The entertainment aspect of radio should be stressed.
People do not regard it or treat it like a school or a teacher.
At best it is a good friend and guest in the home. People look

upon it as a source of pleas-
ure as much as a source of Radio
news andeducation. But it is a
mistake to regard entertain-
ment, news and education as
separate or opposites. And
here is where the question of
presentation, or techniques or
“formats” is important. It may be that the wayw~say things
is more important than what we say on radio Even the most
useful and important piece of information on radio may be
ignored if it is not presented in a good, effective, interesting
and professional way. We must pay the most careful atten-
tion to howwe say or present things on radio.

But before wetalk about ways of presentation, we shall
say something about the radio audience. Our Immediate
hope fora radio programme is probably that it shall reach (be
listened to by) “everyone,” or everyone who has access to a
radio set and is free from otherduties at the time of the pro-
gramme. Then we may start to make a survey of everyone
who has a radio - his or her education, age, sex, religion,
interests, profession, etc., in order to obtain a picture of the
“average” listener. Then we may go on to find out what
people are doing at different times of the day to be able to
make programmes forpeople with access to radios at differ-
ent hours: housewives can listen when working at home
while those who workoutside the home are away from radio
sets; the whole familymay be presentaround mealtimes and
at night; school broadcasts must be aired during school
hours. Weeven talk about “peak hours,” when we have the
largest potential audience, or the hours research has shown
that the grdatest number of people are listening. But we can

I
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also create our audience by

Radio making programmes that “fit”

a particular “target audience”
only. These can be the most
effective programmes of all.
We can even do more than

finding out who listens when,
or specifying our own target

audience: we can go around and ask people what kinds of
radio programmes they like, or just after a programme has
been on the air (one or two days later) we can askpeople how
they liked it (what they liked and disliked and why) and also
what they learned or remember from it (retention or memory
of radio programmes may be weak and fade very fast). We
may even go so far as to ask what change in people’s
behaviour has resulted from a radio programme or series of
programmes (but here we must be prepared to be disap-
pointed: few or no changes may result from radio program-
mes; the most we can normally hope for is that people have
got a favourable or positive attitude to what we have talked
about on the radio, and that people will change when other
means - personalvisits or community or group meetings, etc.
- are used in support of or in addition to radio programmes).
We mayalsodiscoverthata single radio programme has little
impact, and unless a message is presented repeatedly in
various ways and different contexts (not only re-runs of the
same programme), we will achieve little or nothing.

We should also keep in mind that people remember, on
an average, only 20%of what they hear, and perhaps they
remember less of what they hear on the (impersonal) radio
than what they hear directly from a person who talks to them
(personally or in a meeting they attend of their own choice).

I
It has also been found that people’s ability to listen

continuously to a topic without somechange (their “attention
span”) is very limited. It has been calculated that most people
can listen to a straightforward speech for only three minutes
beforetheir attention lapses (they start thinking about some-
thing else or are distracted by sounds or movements in their
surroundings). Toovercome this, we need tochangeourway
of presentation very often. Only small changes may be
needed. If one person is speaking all the time, he can
alternate between straightexplanation, telling a story, asking
questions (and leaving a few seconds for people to think
about an answer), or the talk can be interrupted by a short
“interlude” with music. But it may be better to ask other
people to participate in a programme, so that the written part
is read by two voices, preferably one male and one female,
or if they are of the same sex, voices that are not too similar
(one deep and one high), but the difference between voices
should not be so great that it is disturbing ordistracting to the
listener.

On the other hand, one should not read from a prepared
script more than necessary. One can prepare points and
questions relevant to the topic of the programme and make
an interview with a knowledgeable person or persons, hold
a group (panel) discussion, or go “out of the studio” and
make a reportage from placeswhere people gather forwork,
queue up for medical treatment, etc. But neither is it good
alwaysto use only one “format” during a programme. Small
bits from an interview can be used to illustrate points made
in a talk. Even “scripted” programmes (written beforehand)
can be made more lively and interesting by writing them as
short plays. Instead of writing one long speech, one can also
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script a dialogue between two or three people. (One should
not use too many people or voices in the same radio pro-
gramme because the listeners will confuse them as they
have only the voices to go by and cannot see the partici-
pants.)

One should also not present ideas and pure information
on radio “at the expense oV’ action. That is, one should let
ideas and information come through by an “action ap-
proach,” let people do things, let people tell about their
experiences (or how they came to realize a “truth” rather
than only present it in abstract terms). A story is easier to
follow and remember than the pure idea, and the message
may be both better understood, remembered longer and
sound more credible if it is related to life experiences.

To create a kind of “tension” in a programme,it may be
worth trying to “oppose” people with different views in a
programme (but they must not be so opposed and strong-
minded that the discussion ends in a quarrel). This can
highlight the pros and cons, the arguments forand against a
case. But so as not to lose sight of our aim, we must have an
authoritative person to let sound health education come as a
result of the programme. (There may, however, be cases
where the medical profession has notcome to aunified view,
and then it may be justified to present the various viewpoints
without giving a premature conclusion. But the normal health
programmes will aim at giving sure, useful health information
to people.)

Radio is very popular as a source of news. This should
be exploited also for health education. If new discoveries are
made, and they are important for the common man, they

should be presented as news.
These news items can then
be elaborated through the
presentation of a more “in-
depth” programme by profes-
sionals who are knowledge-
able about the topic.

It may be that a health educator is asked to contribute a
script to be read in a radio programme. It is then important to
start with an important and interesting point (to catch the
listeners’ attention),to stickto essentials but try to make them
easy to follow (e.g., in the form of a story), and to use simple
language that can be understood by everyone.

Topics suitable for health education on radio are basi-
cally of three kinds:

Health problems that we knowfrom statistical sourcesto be
of importance for the country and/or a specific areas;

Health problems that become acute ata certain time, either
nation-wide or for a more restricted area (e.g., an epi-
demic);

Health-related questions that may preoccupy people’s
minds, especially when new or hitherto minor health prob-
lemsoccur. (This maybethe case with AIDS, orthesudden
spread of TB, VD, goitre, or whatever.) Even when some
such problems are minor statistically, it is important that
people get enough information to know how to tackle new
and unknov~?nsituations.

Radio
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The latter pdint is best
Radio dealt with by asking people to

write to the producer respon-
Newspapers and sible for health programmes.
periodicals Listeners’ questions can give

us a good idea about what
people are interested in and
want to hear about. Although

there may be more important things than what people ask
about, it is good to make a mixture of programmes so as to
meet both their wishes and their real needs (and often these
are of course the same).

Like all printed materials, newspapers and periodicals
are meant for a literate and thus more or less educated
audience (although newspapers are sometimes read by a
literate person to a group of illiterate people). Periodicals
come out “periodically” (but not daily): weekly, bi-weekly,
monthly, quarterly oreven less frequently. Someare journals
of a rather scholarly nature, whereas many magazines are
forwider consumption. It is mostly such popular magazines
we have in mind here. They are often for a more educated
audience than newspaper readers need to be, but only
slightly so. Magazines carry popular, entertaining materials,
in addition to more informative feature articles. It is possible
to write somewhat extensively about important health topics
in such magazines, but one should go straight to the point
and not make anyarticle longerthan necessaryto state one’s
point or points. It is important to keep the language simple
and not use rare, scientific terms more than necessary, and

Newspapers and periodicals
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if such terms are used, they should be explained in layman’s
language. (This applies to the use ofmass media in general.)

Our main concern here is with newspapers, which are
intended for and reach a very large readership. Often a
newspaper is read by more than one person, and the total
readership is thus larger than the total number of newspa-
pers printed. Still, not everyone (probably no one) reads
everything in a newspapers. As their name indicates, news-
papers are primarily sources of news. That may also tell us
that it is good to present as much health information as
possible in newspapers as news. It is important to give much
thought to the “headline,” asthat isthe first point in anyarticle

I that either attracts or repels a (potential) reader (or it leaves
him indifferent). Thenthe first paragraph must be well written
and make a (or the) major point, to tell the reader If It is worth
hiswhile to go on reading or not. But that is ofcourse only the
beginning: the whole news story or article is important. If a
readerfinds onearticle about health interesting, he may look
forward to articles on this topic in future issues as well and
make sure that he reads them. Unlike radio (and television),
newspapers require a literate audience, but they have the
advantage over radio that what is not immediately under-
stood can be re-read and the newspaper can be picked up
again bythe readerwho wantsto make sure ofapoint he may
have forgotten or remembers only vaguely. This may partly
make up for the fact that most people rememberonly 10% of
what they read and 20% of what they hear.

The average reader Ukes “a good story” better than just
“dry facts,” and probably he remembers stories better that
facts, too. The same “dry facts” ca~~in most cases easily be
turned into stones. Instead of telling the medical facts about

diarrhoea, it is possible to tell
about a child who has suf-
fered from repeated cases of
diarrhoea, how his mother took
care of him, what treatment
he received (from atraditional
healer perhaps), and how he
was (scientifically) treated in a
modern hospital, health centre or clinic. Then it is possible to
tellwhat damage can be done if achild suffers too rpuch and
frequently from diarrhoea, and it is possible to describe how
a child maydie (or has died) from diarrhoea or dehydration.

Similar stories can be found in health institutions about
most (or all) common diseases, andthese personal histories
may be used to give “life” to an article about health.

It is also a good device to interview both patients and
healers (doctors, nurses and others, even traditional healers
in some cases) about diseases they suffer or have suffered
from and how they have healed or been healed. This helps
to sustain interest for the reader. But stories of this kind are
not told for the sake of the story but for the sake of the health
education It communicates: it is therefore Important to in-
clude all the relevant medical facts in the course of the article,
either as part of the story or at the head or the end of it. If it
is told first, it should not be so long and “heavy” that readers
are putoffbefore they even have read thewhole introduction.

On the other hand, there are topics that should be
treated so seriously as to get readers away from unreason-
able fear or an undue emotional attitude to a medical or
health problem. Such questions are best presented In rather

(
Newspapers and

periodicals
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“heavy,” informative and
soundly documented articles
(but “documented” does not
mean references to books with
titles, authors, years of publi-
cation and pages; rather it
means mentioning the views
of specified authorities - per-

sons or, organizations, such as the WHO or a country’s
Ministry of Health).

Pictures and illustrations should be Included in the
newspaper or magazine where this can enliven the article or
clarify a point. But neither superfluous words nor pictures
should be used: long-winded articles have no appeal.

Another feature of modem print media is the use of
cartoons. It is possible to use persons who draw well and
(perhaps together with others) can devise a striking caption
orwords spoken by the figures in the cartoon - although it is
perhaps best to work the other way round: first devise a
message andthen make asuitable cartoontofit the words or
message. Thesecartoonsare verypopularand are seen and
read by many and can be used for health education.

One need not be ajournalist to write in a newspaper. If
there are important events or things to write about, one can
contact journalists to write about it. Or one can write to a
paper about a matter and ask if they could assign ajournal-
ist towriteabout a suggested event or topic. Ifone can estab-
lish a more or less regular relationship with a paper, one can
get health written about quite often (perhaps there can be
weekly health features). This may be easier with small local

newsletters than the big national newspapers. If one has
good ideas and can writewell, newspapers may print a non-
journalist’s article as written. This is a resource and opportu-
nity for health education one should not neglect. If one can
contribute regularly with health articles, one should also ask
readers to write to the person in charge of these articles
about matters of concern to them and to ask questions. This
will give ideas for future articles as well as telling a writer
about whatpeople are interested in, and it will showthe depth
of their understanding (or misunderstanding) in matters of
health and disease.

Even a personwhodoes notwrite articles in apapercan
occasionally contribute “Letters to the editor,” giving pieces
of information, raising issues, and expressing opinions and
views. When using the mass media, do not try to impress
(with your knowledge and command of difficultwords) but to
communicate meaningfully, clearly and simplyon matters of
importance to people and for their benefit. To be able to use
the mass media Is not only a great opportunity but also a
great responsibility, and we should use it to serve people to
the best of our ability.

Newspapers and
perIodIcals
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Television and Videos

Both television andvideo setsare soexpensive that only
the better-off can afford them, and the owners have usually
access to other media where health education forthe masses
is or can be given. But television sets (where video films also
can be shown if the necessary equipment is there) are now
installed in many schools and community halls, in bars and
restaurants, so that a lot ofpeople are able to view television
programmes. Such programmes can be seen only when
transmitted bythe television station, whereas video filmscan
be shown at any time.

The great advantage of television and video program-
mes is that they make a strong impression on the viewer. It
has been estimated that most people are able to retain or
remember30% of what theysee,and that byboth seeing and
hearing, 50% of the information given may be remembered

UseoftheMassMedia

Televisionand videos
(at least for some time). This
gives television and videos a
great advantage over the
printed media (10% retained)
and radio (20% retained). But
it should also be said that this
refersonly to memory: it does -

not mean that television and
video programmes lead to much change in people’s health-
related behaviour. For this, other media with a stronger
persona!presence, challenging people to decision-making
and action may be better suited. (If people are in situations
where they are able to do something in connection with the
instruction given, they remembereven more - 90% - and are
also more likely to continue to practise what they have done
once during a teaching session.)

The technicalities connected with television are ofsuch
a nature that they can be learned only in atelevision studio,
but it happens that people are interviewed and take part in
paneldiscussions, etc., even when they have no experience
of television work. The points to remember is that one should
be calm and clear, keeping the simple “average” viewer in
mind. Many people who appear rarely on television may feel
too conscious about themselves - their looks, clothes, the
way they hold or move their hands, their voice, etc. The best
thing to do when the camera runs is to forget about these
things and concentrate on what is being said, or shown if
things are being demonstrated.

If little attention is paid to health issues on television, it
is the right ot anyone interested (and the responsibility of
professional health educators) to make suggestions to the
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authoritIes In ch~rgeof televi-
Television and videos sian programmes. The same

is true If one feels that the
coverage of Issues Is one-sided
or irrelevant.

Where video sets are
available In a community,

health educators should make an effort to find out what vid-
eos on health are avaIlable (and where) and try to borrow
these for viewing where and when the community comes
together, e.g., In a social hall, but they can be shown
anywhere: In schools, restaurants, bars, clubs or associa-
tions, hospital waiting rooms, or In private homes.

When health programmes are transmitted, the health
educatorcould make an effort to make people aware of these
so that they can benefit from the programmes. If the pro-
gramme topic Is known beforehand, it may be useful to call
agroupofpeople together sothat theycanbe exposed to the
programme together and then let It be followed by discus-
slon, sothat poInts can b~furtherclarified and decisions can
be made on how to put the Instruction Into practIce. People
need a further “push” In additIon to mere Instruction before
they will practise ordo what they have been told Is the better,
healthier, safer wayof living and behaving. That is part of the
health educators task.

Useof the Mass Media
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Chapter 4
Health Education in
Schools

Two approaches are common to health education In
schools. One Is to teach about health as a separate subject
through all the years In school. The other Is to spread the
subject over several other subjects. In this latter case, the
sports teachermay teach about the normal and healthy body
and how to build up a strong and healthy body; the biology
teacherandchemistryteachermayteach about the structure
and function of the well adjusted body and biochemical
processes involved In digestion, eta The national and for-
eign language teachers may give some InStruction con-
nected with the terms used In relation tohealth, the body and
food, etc. The geography teacher may teach about environ-
mental health and food production (agriculture). The history
teachermay teach about the development ofscience, ~Isoin

I relation to medicine and health; and so on.

The-other~approach~is~to~~teathabo’t~itIhaalttrmost*fIn a
subject~caJled4hyglenoc~beaIthiscience~or.somethlng’eise.’
The great advantage of this approach Is that a qualified
teacher In health~cienceis needed and is available In the
school, exams ~vftJbe given In the subject, the students will
have to take the ‘subject seriously; and to prepare teachers
the subject will have to be taught in Teacher Training Insti-
tutes (and at university level to prepare teachers for TTIs).
The tatter approach will strengthen the subject much more

(~hanIfIt is taught only asa
minor supplement to other
subjects.

Health education In
schools

The best approach Is
probably to combine the two
approaches set out above: to
let health science be a major
subject In Its own right, but to raise severaitopice In other
subjects as well. Such co-operation between teachflrs and
intetlinking ofsubject mattercan benefit any subject, not only
health science.

Although the latter approach Is advocated here, the
subject matter taught may be much the same in anycase. A
health educator who is nota professional school teachor may
be more needed and more frequently called upon for assis~
tance in schools without a lull time teacher in health science
t’ ian a school with such ateacher In any case it is good for
a health educator or health education officer for an area to
keep In touch with schools andwhat and howthey teach and
to give support where noeded. vco~operatiOrrwiththe~sa~ti-’
~tarian~orhealth ~inspectorfor an area, lt~is~also’poss1bleto’
keep amteyeonr’how hyg1er~e~j~ipractised’onirthe schoo?’
premises~This wIll show If health education is more than
school-book stuff: only if it is practised (in the area of
sanitation, cleanliness of the school kitchen if there is one,
and of the school itself) is health really promoted and taught
in an effective way.

School health is more than what is taught in formal
classes. There are also days for immunization and perhaps
other health abtivfties. The health educator should also use
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School curilcula ~ Curricula
tion that should go together
with such actMties: people
ought to understand what
happens to them when they
are being vaccinated, etc.

It may be that a sdiool has no fixed plan for its health
education. In case a health educator is asked for advice, or
if he feels he should advise school authorities on how to
improve health education in the schools, we shall givesome
suggestions onwhat to pay attention to in devising a cumcu-
lum and other aspects of health education in schools.

We shall not set up a detailed curriculum of health
education for schools here but merely discuss some general
viewpoints or principles one should keep in mind when
devising curricula. The age andmaturityofschool children as
well as the logical sequence of educational topics must be
kept in mind, and the total understanding of health and (the
prevention of) disease should be built up over the years, so
that people can leave school well equipped for adult social
life. But many people leave school after only elementary
school, and all knowledge necessary to lead a healthy life
should therefore be taught in elementary school. In higher
grades, students should be helped to acquire a more scien-
tific understanding of the principles of health, the functioning
of the healthy body, etc. (But science must of course also
form the basis of what is taught in elementary school,
although the pnnciples or “laws” of science may have to be

4-
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School curricula
presented in simplified form.)

One should start with obviously useful knowledge in the
first grades. Thus, there is a need to stress the importance of
personal cleanliness (hygiene), cleanliness of the home and
the homestead (environmental health), the importance of
clean water, the regularuse of latrines orother safe disposal
of excreta, properdisposal of waste, a varied (balanced) diet,
aswell assimple scientificterms andconcepts,such ascells,
germs, names of common (especially childhood) diseases,
and the channels (vectors) throughwhich disease entersthe
human body (i.e. air, water, food, contact with sick people,
and insects); simple physiology should also be taught, espe-
cially what can easily be visualized, such as the parts of the
body, the skeleton, etc.

Gradually this knowledge should be extended to cover
all main areas of health science (without overcrowding the
syllabus). Scientific methods that have helped us to obtain
more knowledge about health and disease should also be
taught (perhaps in the form of short biographies of great
scientists in the field, stressing their scientific working meth-
ods that led to valuable results). The concept of “germs”
should be extended to all the (main) causative agents of
disease (bacteria, viruses, protozoa, fungi and worms), and
all studied in some detail. The carriers (vectors) of disease
should also be studied more -carefully in higher grades
(especially very harmful ones, such as mosquitoes carrying
malaria and other diseases, etc.); principles of prevention
should be given full scientific explanation; food and nutrition
should be taught in a thorough way, together with explana-
tions of how food is absorbed (biochemistry), and, from th”
physiological side, a rather detailed description ofall normal,

healthy body functions; major
threats to health should be
described so as to make the
scientific study of disease clear
(several diseases that are
common threatsto health in a
locality should be studied so
as to illustrate scientific prin-
ciples); and some wider perspectives on food production,
trade in food, international aspects of health and disease
prevention should also be treated.

To work out a detailed curriculum for schools requires~j
careful attention to the step-by-step approach so as to
graduallybuild up atotal picture ofhealth andhowhealth can
be preserved, but taking the child’s (the student’s) ability to
understand, absorb and make use of the knowledge ob-
tained at each stage into consideration. It may not be
possible for achild to practise good hygiene at home unless I
parents are also taught about hygiene, and it is therefore
important not to isolate school knowledgefrom what the rest
of the community is taught - at least the basic facts and prin-
ciplesconcerning good health and disease prevention should
be taught everyone in a community.

It is important to have good curricula in health science;
but it is equally important to have good teachers, and to get
good teachers, health science must be taught in Teacher
Training Institutes (TTls), and to get qualified teachers in
Ills, health science must also be taught at university level.
Furthermore, health science can be well taught only if there
is scientific equipment in the schools and if it is well used.
Rote learning of fact~may be helpful to some extent, but
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proper understanding through
observation and experimen-
tation leads to conviction of
the value of scientific ap-
proaches to problems of heafth
and disease.

To make the outlining of
curricula for schools a bit more concrete, we shall go into
moredetail about one possible wayofsetting upacurriculum
in nutrition education from kindergarten till the end of secon-
dary school. We shall first outline the targets or goals for
teaching each age group, and then suggest what should be
tavght to achieve those goals.

Tt~efood or eating habits we acquire early in life are
difficult to change later. It is therefore important to teach
nutrition well dunng early childhood, especially throughout
nursery/icindergarten and elementary school. In later years,
early teaching should be reinforced by adding to the stu-
dent’s knowledge and understanding of scientific principles
of good nutrition. To be able to practise good nutrition,
parents (in meetings between teachers and parents or in
community meetings) should also be told what the children
are taught, and then co-operation in practising good nutrition
should be invited and stressed.

It is good to incorporate nutrition education as part of the
total curriculum of health education, ratherthanteachingit as
a separate subject (although some aspects of nutrition
education can be incorporated into other subjects, such as
geography - on food production, chemistry, biology and
gqneial science).

Onecan divide the curriculum into phases ofa few years
each, the first including kindergarten and the first three years
in school; the second part can include the restof elementary
school (such as till the end of grade 6); the third phase can
coverjunior secondaryschool (grades 6to 8 or9); the fourth
and last phase goes till the end of senior secondary school
(till the end of grade 12 in most cases).

PhaseOne(kindergartenand grades1-3)

Alms: To help children appreciate many kinds of food;
to recognize many common items of food; and to associate
food and eating with strength, growth, health and (the need
for) cleanliness.

Food end nutrition knowledge desirableduring this
phase: DiscussIon of food eaten at home; foods grown In
parents’ farm or garden; foods seen and bought at markets.
Names and description of common food items; what goes
into dishes commonly eaten in the community (not too many
details). Discussion of“good” food - what Isgood totaste and
what Is good for health (children will understand and need
some warning against foods that can be harmful if consumed
to excess, such as too many sweets), stressing the impor-
tance ofmilk andotherfoods important in childhood (protein-
rich and energy-rich foods and vegetables). Stress the
connectIon between growth and eating well.

ActivItIes: Work in school garden; making house and
serving food; making “mock” or real meals (simple); avisit to
amarket and/ora near-by farm (preparethem about what to

School curricula
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look for), and discuss what has been seen when back in
class; show food items in their natural state as well as ready
for cooking (e.g., various grains, peas in their pods and when
shelled, etc.);at food breaks, stress the need towash hands;
play shop where food is sold (perhapsdiscussing qualityand
even prices ofafewcommon items inthe last ofthese years).

Phase Two (till the end of elementary school)

Aims: To widen knowledge of food; to increase under-
standing of how different foods are combined in meals
(composition of meals); to learn about good eating habits (sit
well, regularmeal times, cleanliness);to learn about different
customs concerning food (not all people have the same food
habits, but one can be as good as another, if all nutrients are
consumed); to understand howfood affects the body (health,
growth, looks); toknow how different foods do different kinds
of “work”; to learn about the biological aspects of food
assimilation by the body.

Food andnutrition knowledge desirableduring this
phase: Food production in the community and the nation;
trade in food; food customs in various “ethnic” groups;
evaluation of the “sufficiency” of various “staples” and the
need fora balanceddiet (“foodgroups” and what “work”they
perform in the body: milk and milkproducts; meat, fish, eggs
and protein-rich legumes; vegetables and fruit; cereals/
bread); the need for hygiene (cleanliness, sanitation); bio-
logical knowledge about the digestion, absorption and elimi-
nation of food; understanding of the relation between a
proper diet in adequate quantity and body size, body function
(ability towork, study, be good at sports) and health (also har-
monious body proportions, looks, “zest” or vitality).

Activities: Preparing of School curricula
dishes of various kinds and
their composition into a bal-
anced diet; making an “over-
all plan” of food preparation
for a balanced diet over a
week, a month and - espe-
cially where there are seasonal variations and long fasting
and non-fasting seasons - a yearly cycle; laboratory work on
food; creation of a pleasant atmosphere for meals; experi-
ments with spices (and explanation of the value of attractive
food forappetite and good food absorption);study and report
writing on people’s food and eating habits; visit to food
processing plant; visit to food trade area; storing and preser-
vation of food; weighing and other measuring of food, etc.

Phase Three Ounior secondary school)

Alms: As school children at this age grow fast and be-
come lanky, ungainly and awkward, amain object must be to
stress the need for a good diet for healthy growth and good
performance at school and sports, for strength and a well-
shaped body. Vast appetites are often not satisfied wisely at
this age, and the need to balance the diet and not only to
absorb huge quantities of food must be stressed. At this
stage, the more theoretical aspects of nutrition (and health)
science should be introduced. The wideraspects of food and
nutrition should be taught (international trade, the food
industry, etc.); the importance of costs in nutrition should be
tied up with ,affordability and the possibility of obtaining
adequate nutrients from simple, cheap ingredients; one
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should also teach the influ-
ence of food p~eparationon
the quality of the food we eat
(e.g., over-cooking destroys
vitamins, etc.).

Food and nutrition
I knowledge desirable during

this phase:The different food groups should be well known
as well as what they do to the body and howthey influence
growth and health; the functioning ofthe body in assimilating
food should be put on a more scientific basis (in the way it is
taught and how ~xperimentsare conducted); personal hy-
giene should be tied up with a good understanding of
sanitation; energy and ecological questionsshould be raised
in relation to food; the relationship between work, health,
growth, looks and food should be explained in detail; the
need for protein (and amino acids), carbohydrates, fats,
minerals, vitamins and water (fluids) should be explained
with some explanations of their absorption and work in the
body; how food influences the teeth and bone structure
should be taught. National and international food production
and policies should be discussed.

Activities: Conduct many experiments of increasing
complexity; study food consumption in the community and
nation and write about it; study marketing practices (how
people are influenced to eat and drink various foods through
consumer information and advertisements) and evaluate
them on the basis of sound food knowledge; study pricing
policies and their relation to proper eating habits and their
influence on the balancing of diets; connect the health
aspects with sport activities in the school and study how

nutrition influences both; make experiments to form the basis
of reports on comparison of quantity and quality in food
consumption (perhaps with reference to early studies on
vitamins, by Hopkins and Funk); visits to food plants of
various kinds are useful (with study reports assigned betore-
hand).

Phase Four (senior secondary school)

Alms: To deepen the understanding of the relationship
between food and growth, also intellectual and emotional
growth, and of the importance of consuming a balanced diet
(students in this age group eat well but tend to neglect fruits
and vegetables and get too little vitamin C, especially boys,
but girls may eat too little because they fear getting fat); to
explain thoroughly scientific principles involved in nutrition;
to help students know well the nutrients in various kinds of
food and be able to explain the body’s need for various
nutrients; to prepare studentsto decide on food consumption
(what to buy and howto preserve, prepare and serve food in
their own home; how to make balanced diets); to help
understanding of physical, including sexual, growth and how
food and health influence the health of one’s children.

Food and nutrition knowledge desirable during this
phase: This is a time for completing (but also revising) what
is taught about food and nutrition in formal schools, and a full
review course on the components of all common sources of
food, their work in the body, the physiological aspects of food
assimilation and the relationship between one’s (and one’s
children’s) body and food should be thoroughly taught. The
wideraspects of the influences of climate, soil, food policies,
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should also teach the influ-
ence of food p~eparationon
the quality of the food we eat
(e.g., over-cooking destroys
vitamins, etc.).

Food and nutrition
knowledge desirable during

this phase: The different food groupsshould be well known
as well as what they do to the body and how they influence
growth and health; the functioning ofthe body in assimilating
food should be put on a more scientific basis (in the way it is
taught and how öxperiments are conducted); personal hy-
giene should be tied up with a good understanding of
sanitation; energyand ecological questionsshould be raised
in relation to food; the relationship between work, health,
growth, looks and food should be explained in detail; the
need for protein (and amino acids), carbohydrates, fats,
minerals, vitamins and water (fluids) should be explained
with some explanations of their absorption and work in the
body; how food influences the teeth and bone structure
should be taught. National and international food production
and policies should be discussed.

Activities: Conduct many experiments of increasing
complexity; study food consumption in the community and
nation and write about it; study marketing practices (how
people are influenced to eat and drink various foods through
consumer information and advertisements) and evaluate
them on the basis of sound food knowledge; study pricing
policies and their relation to proper eating habits and their
influence on the balancing of diets; connect the health
aspects with sport activities in the school and study how

nutrition influences both; make experiments to form the basis
of reports on comparison of quantity and quality in food
consumption (perhaps with reference to early studies on
vitamins, by Hopkins and Funk); visits to food plants of
various kindsare useful (with study reports assigned before-
hand).

Phase Four (senior secondary school)

Alms: To deepen the understanding of the relationship
between food and growth, also intellectual and emotional
growth, and of the importance of consuming a balanced diet
(students in this age group eat well but tend to neglect fruits
and vegetables and get too little vitamin C, especially boys,
but girls may eat too little because they fear getting fat); to
explain thoroughly scientific principles involved in nutrition;
to help students know well the nutrients in various kinds of
food and be able to explain the body’s need for various
nutrients; to prepare studentsto decide on food consumption
(what to buy and howto preserve, prepare and serve food in
their own home; how to make balanced diets); to help
understanding of physical, including sexual, growth and how
food and health influence the health of one’s children.

Food and nutrition knowledge desirable during this
phase: This is a time forcompleting (but also revising) what
is taught about food and nutrition in formal schools, and a full
review course on the components of all common sources of
food, their work in the body, the physiological aspects of food
assimilation and the relationship between one’s (and one’s
children’s) body and food should be thoroughly taught. The
wideraspects of the influences ofclimate, soil, food policies,

School curricula
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pricing, appetite, knowledge and external influences (mar-
keting and advertising) on nutrition should be stressed.
Appropriate foods for different ages and needs should be
explained.

Activities: Experimental (laboratory) work should be
dependand scientific methodsdemonstrated asfully astime
permits; menus at restaurants can be studied and analysed
from a nutritional point of view, with recommendations of
appropriate changes; studies of national food policies (in-
cluding a comparison of budgetary allocation to agriculture
and other government activities, food imports and exports);
evaluation of productivity in agriculture in the local commu-
nity (including a study of tools and fertilizers used, and a
discussion of the use or desirability of the use of animal and
human manure in agriculture); discussion of the importance
of good consumer knowledge to have a healthy population
(with discussion of whose responsibility it is to give such
knowledge: the school, the clinic, the agricultural co-opera-
tive,the mass media, etc.); discussion of health activitiesand
the duties ofpublic health officers in the field of food (quality)
inspection, inspection of places where food is prepared and
served to the public (restaurants, factory and school canteens,
etc.); evaluation of international efforts at food improvement
and security (by governments, the Food and Agriculture
Organization, the World Health Organization, the United
Nations’ Children’s Fund, etc.).

The above discussion of school curricula gives only a
rough general guideline on how to approach the problem of
curriculum development. It is important that there is a logical

Tdevelopment of topics from
the simple to the more ad-
vanced or complicated, and
so that cumulatively the knowl-
edge gained through a full
course of school education
forms a basis both for healthy
living and for further, more
advanced scientificwork (or forpractical workwith problems
relating to health and/or nutrition). But logic is not the only
guide wt~endeveloping curricula. The physical, intellectual
and em~ionaidevelopment ofstudents must all the time be
taken into account. This makes it necessary to combine
knowledge of health science with knowledge of educational
(and general) psychology when outlining curricula for schools.

School curricula
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School examinations Examinations
Examinations are set by

the teachers in aschool and to
ensure secrecy about exam
questions, outsiders may not

be involved in formulating such questions. But in some
cases, as when health science is not a separate subject in a
school but taught piecemeal in many subjects, the topic of
health education may be neglected by some toachers. The
health education officer in an area may try to strengthen
health education and the attention students will pay to the
subject by suggesting (and if possible, insisting) that ques-
tions relating to health and nutrition be set even if health
education is given only as part of other subjects (biology,
general science, geography, etc.). This will make the stu-
dents study this part of the wider curriculum and not only skip
quickly over it, “knowing” that no questions will be asked
about health. it may not always improve people’s health thus

to “force” them to study the subject more deeply than they
otherwise would, as it is change in behaviour that leads to
change in health; but without proper and exact knowledge it
is not possible to make the correctchanges in health-related
behaviour, and therefore it is important to work for better
knowledgealongsidewith making effortsto improve people’s
health behaviour.

Examinations in health science should be insisted on
however the curriculum is devised. The health education
officer or the health committee in an area could co-operate
with the school authorities in strengthening health education
where needed, also in keeping an eye on the way examina-
tions are set ina school andbygiving adviceand suggestions
where there is a demand for it.
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School health day and
Sanitation week

However well health education Is given in a school, a
School Health Day gives the school a chance to emphasize
the importance of good health and good health behaviour
both for the students, the staff, the parents and the commu-
nityat large. People can be Invited from outside the school to
attend or even to participate in certain activities on this day.
Thiswill strengthen the co-operation between the school,the
homes and the community, and in order to ensure good
health such co-operation is essential.

Much preparation goes into aschool health day,and the
more preparation is done, the more successful and effective
it will be. The impact on the school maybe stronger due to the
days or weeks going into this preparation.

Several things can be
done on (and before) the
school health day. Here are
some suggestions and ex-
amples:

A creative teacher or stu-
dent (or even an outsider), or
a group, can write a play or a sketch/skit or a song/songs to
be performed; posters and slogans and pictures can be pre-
pared and posted up all over the school (and in the commu-
nity); demonstration sites (with latrines, appropriate technoi-
ogy, foods with explanations and demonstrations) can be
made; short talks can be given; films and slides can be
shown; leaflets can be distributed; puppets shows can be
performed; and exhibits can be arranged in several parts of
the school.

Some of the things particularly well done can be re-
peated in community meetings or given as permanent post-
ers or displays to the pommunity for later use or to become
a lasting part of the health education programme of a
community. Besides, students can take home individual
contributions for which there may not be a permanent need,
and the instruction on the school health day may thus
continue to have an impact in the homes of the students.

A Sanitation Weekis a more internal affair of the school,
although the lastday maybe made into an “open day” when
the community around the school can attend. There maynot
be so much preparation neededfor a sanitation week as for
a school health day, and most of the preparation may have

School health day

and

Sanitationweek
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• The practical aspects of such a week may be arranged by
the physical education teacher, and “things to do” may in-
clude work on hygienic improvements of the school sur-
roundings, and if not all can be rectified, it is at least
possible to make a list of what should or needs to be done.

The artsteacher can assign the studentsto design posters,
devise slogans and do other art work to be put up in the
school. (This he can also do in preparation of a school
health day.)

The teacherofthe national (or aforeign) language cangive
essay topics on how sanitation was practised in the past

(this must be home work so that the students can consult
old people in their family or the community), and also how
it is practised at present (and to give an evaluation of
various practices).

The science teacher(s) could teach and conduct various
experiments related to health and sanitation.

The geography teacher can devise and supervise a study
bythe class of agricultural practices in the community and
have the students write reports on their findings.

The home economics teachercan concentrate during this
week on the importance of hygienic handling of food when
prepared and consumed, with appropriate experiments.

After the sanitation week is over, the art work can be
given tothe communityortaken home bythe studentsfor fur-
ther use in educating parents and other community mem-
bers.

Wherever possible, health education officers should
participate on such school occasions, and also help to bring
the essential messages to the wider community.

School health day

and

Sanitation week

to be done by th~teachers in
devising assignments for the
students during this week.
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The main tools of teaching adults is the use of simple
books or booklets or “readers” that convey useful informa-
tionat the same timeasthey teach readingskills (this is called
“functional literacy”). It may be good to co-ordinate what is
taught in community meetings with what is taught in adult
literacy classes, sothat people will recognize the topics and
the main messages but also feel that class teaching adds
something to the more slogan-phrased, short messages

they may get in mass meet-
ings.

Readers shouki be cleaily
illustrated andcontain simple,
clear and essential informa-
tion which it is fairlyeasy toput
into practice.

When readers related to health are used in adult literacy
classes, a health education officer may be called in to assist
the teacher, and such opportunities should be well used.

‘Aeaders in literacy classes Readers in literacy
classes

Literacy classes are not part of the normal formal school
structure, butthey have agreat mission in educatingparents,
and unless parents co-operate with their children in school,
these children will not be able to convert what they have
learned in school into practical action that will influence the
state of their health.
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Chapter 5
“Reminders”

The teaching aids discussed in this section are popular
and widely used. The common heading “reminders” is used
for them here to stress their supportive role in health educa-
tion andalso that they maybe less effective on their own than
Is sometimes thought. A posteror a slogan ora proverb be-
comes meaningful if it is seen against the total social or cul-
tural background in which it has been conceived, coined or
created. People mayreact lesspositively tothese techniques
of education than many hope and expect, unless they serve
to reinforce already well known and previously explained
facts, ideas or messages. But they cannot “reinforce” what
has not been well taught already. This is whythey are called
“reminders” here: They help to bring back to mind what is
already fairly well known. Although ft is not justified to have
too great expectations of the impact of these means of
educating people, they have a supportive role to play, and in
this respect they should not be neglected. It is often the
combined impact of many media of communication (a “media
mix”) that finally leads to the desired result: a change ifl
people’s health-related behaviour so as to bring about a
healthier population. To emphasize the many-faceted ap-
proach needed to achieve this, we nowadays talk about the
need for all of the components of “lEG” in health education,
i.e., information, education and communication. All of these
terms can in some contexts mean the same, e.g., an informa-
tive educational radio programme is all of what IEC wants to
convey; but we should try to keep in mind that we need a

combination of approaches in
health education and not
choose only one method as
our “pet” to overcome all
obstacles and solve all prob-
lems. On the other hand, it
may not be right to blame our
methods forour failures, think-
ing that we have still not found the final great method ortech-
nique that will “do the trick”: there is no such method.
Conscientious and persistent efforts will bring some results,
whatever methods or techniques are used.

Reminders in health
education
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Posters Posters’
Posters have been very

popular teaching aids in health
education. These may con-
sist of fairly big pictures put up

in places where lots of people often congregate. They may
have avery short text or a longer message, but rarely is very
much written on posters - and it would be a mistake to over-
crowd a poster with words, or to make the picture too de-
tailed: posters are best suited to transmit or communicate
one simple message per poster.

A poster must be easy to understand, the picture must
depict a familiar situation in easily recognizable ways (clothes
and features of people must be somewhat like what is
common in the community, and things portrayed must be
what people use), and the picture must be acceptable in that
culture (it must not showthings found offensive insuch away

that people will tend to reject the message ordothe opposite
of what it teaches), and the language must be easily under-
standable in that community. Many communities have also
favourite colours and dislike some colours; it is therefore
worth finding out about people’scolourpreferences or tastes
in colours, and use them in the best way to achieve one’s
objective (i.e. to use colours people like so as to gain a
positive response, and to use colours they dislike if we want
them to react negatively to something in the poster, such as
defecating in the open; the use ofan Xto denote whatshould
not be done may not be easily understood in all communities
or among all groups of people).

There are some “weaknesses” with posters. if they are
displayed for a long time in the same place, people tend to
ignore them. They do not become more and more familiar
with them so that the message “sticks” just because it has
been seen very frequently - on the contrary, it seems asif less
and less notice Is taken of a message that one tries to “ram
home” by tedious repetition. Posters should be changed
rather frequently, and if the supply of posters is small, it is
possible to put up “old” posters again after some time,
perhaps atdifferent places. If the same poster is used again
it would be good to use a new copy of the old poster, as
colours may fade and old posters will thus become dull, and
ofteh they are also torn. Attractive posters have greater im-
pact on people than dull, plain ones even if they contain the
whole message wewant toconvey; but if they are notattrac-
tiveto lookat, people mayeasily ignore them, and mayeven
feel repelled bythem, sothat theydo not accept the message
- they may even reject it and become negative in their
attitude, so that it may be more difficult to “win them over”
later even if other, more attractive means of communicating
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the message are employed.

Because there is no “personal contact” between a
posterand the onlooker, the impact is rarely strong, and one
should not take the easy way in health education by putting
up a lot of posters and think that one has “done one’s duty”
bythat alone. Posters are supportive means - reminders - in
health education, and they are rather “weak” communica-
tors; but we still need them.

Posters should be pretested before the final version is
made. Pretesting consists of getting impressions of and
reactions to posters from people among whom they will be
used, soasto make sure that people perceivewhat we want
to communicate. Both pictures and words should be pre-
tested, and we should not be satisfied with a postertill we get
a majority of responses that show that the “receiver” of the
message perceives what the “sender” wants him to see or
understand.

Tests have shown that people recognize most readily
pictures that do not contain all the details of a scene or situ-
ation (such as a photo would reproduce them), but still are
more than the mere outlines (or contours) of persons and
things represented in the picture. Essential detailsshould be
included, but not too many of them (the picture should not be
overcrowded), so as to make recognition easy and the
impression strong.

Slogans Posters

Slogans may be full sen-
tences or short, elliptical ex-
pressions summarizing orex-
pressing an essential mes-
sage in clear, comprehensible

ways. They are most meaningful and effective if they sum up
ideas or information from more detailed explanations given
in other contexts. Some health slogans have become so
familiar that they are almost considered as proverbs. In
Englishwe say, “An apple adaykeeps thedoctoraway”. This
stresses the importance ofeating fruit to keep healthy and fit.
Where it is necessary to stress the importance of personal
cleanliness, we could turn the above athge into: “A bath a
day keeps the doctor away”. The importance of sleep is
emphasized in the saying: “Early to bed and early to rise
makes a man tlealthy, wealthy and wise”.

Slogans

Ueattfl
AU For ffeatth.
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A numberqf short phrases
Slogans can be formulated with an

essential health message,
Handouts such as: “Wash your hands

every time you come from the
toilet/latrine”; “Wash your
hands before every meal”; “Eat
vegetables every day”; “Ex-

ercise your body and keep fit”; “Protect yourself against
mosquito bites”; “Keep flies away from food”; etc.

Slogans should be written in familiar, clear and easy
language, and they should not be too long.

As with posters, the impact of slogans may weaken if
theystay inone place fora longtime. It may therefore be best
to vary slogans after some time, and to change the places
where they are put up. New things in new places will catch
people’s attention more easily than old, familiar messages
always displayed at the same place(s).

it may be good to consult several people (conduct a
short pretest) before a slogan is put up, to avoid that people
do not understand it, misunderstand it, or that people should
get a wrong (perhaps comic) impression.

“Handouts”

•c�-~rç.-

In this context, the word “handout” is used todesignate
asheet of paperof one page almost like a poster in miniature,
or both sides are covered, or it is folded, so that it has a total
of four pages. Short messages can be communicated in this
way; but sometimes rather more text may be included than
in posters. The best approach will depend on what kind of
audience it is intended for: The more educated people are,
the more they may be prepared to read, depending on the
importance they attach to the topic.

Handouts are probably most suitable and effective if
given out after a meeting where a topic has been treated and
handouts are written tosumup or support whathas been said
in the meeting. They thusserve as reminders to people when
they come home and can study the topic at their leisure and

Chapter5
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perhaps discuss it with their family and friends. If a handout
is kept in a home, visitors may also see and read it.

if they are regarded and used as reminders, to support
and reinforce or expand on a familiar message (e.g.,one
given in a meeting where the handouts were also distrib-
uted), they can have a useful function. They may also be
given to people together with some words of explanation, if,
e.g., people are given the handoutsat amarket, in thewaiting
room of a clinic, etc., where people also have some time to
talk and read. All “reminders” may work best if there are
people who can also talk to those who receive them.

“Reminders”

Circulars Handouts

Circulars are short infor- Circulars
mation sheets informing
people (all or a select group)
about important events. They

(Dear Cocnmuaity n,cmLerS,
I~n~dci’ ti redUce 4tse~5ti

~ .j

can tell people about available services at a chnic, the arrival
of medicines to prevent malaria, a meeting to be held where
important health matterswill be discussed (e.g., the building
of latrines in the community, the selection and support of a
community health worker, the immunization of all children in
the community, etc.). These may be more effective than
notices put up here and there in the community, and should
be used if we think it is very important that (almost) the whole
community should be present or assist a programme or
project. Such a circular may be more personal (like a per-
sonal invitation) than a public notice and may draw more
people to a njeeting, or secure greater support or participa-
tion.
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Various forms Various forms
Proverbs There are certain serv-

ices available to people in a
community that people may
not even know about or know

only vaguely, so that they do not know how to make use of
these services. It can, for example, be a credit facility to
construct a latrine, but they do not know how to go about
obtaining a loan. If forms are available, giving necessary
information, and which can be filled in and handed in to the
proper person or institution, it helps both people and the
development of health facilities, etc., in thecommunity. Such
forms are tools to promote health and should therefore be
considered and used as teaching aids in our work for the
health of people and communities.

I Proverbs

Some cultures have a rich heritage of proverbs, and
several of these referto health. These can be collected by a
health educator and used when gMng health education.
They could also perhaps be put up afew places as slogans.
Especially people who feel strongly bound to their traditions
willfind astronglyconvincingpower in proverbs. (Some well-
educated people do not always react so favourably to prov-
erbs, saying they are unnecessarilyconservative andsome-
times wrong and should therefore be examined as to their
validity in the light of modem knowledge.)

Proverbs atone may not be explicitenoughtoconvey our
messageunless we put them inthe context in which we want
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them to be understood.

Proverbs ~iaryfrom place to place or culture to culture,
and one should not usea proverb justbecause it is a proverb
unless it is well known where we use it. (Unknown proverbs
may in fact be found to be difficult and may complicate our
message rather than help it.)

When we use proverbs we must of course make sure
that we have understood and use them properly. Many
proverbs are old and maycontain some rareorold-fashioned
words, and they may referto earliercustoms. They may also
be more subtle (have double meanings) than at first appears.
We should make sure that we do not use these proverbs so
as to sound ignorant or ridiculous, which would have the
opposite effect of what we intend. But good proverbs well
used can elicit positive responses.

ICassettes Proverbs

use. Cassettes with health messages are for public, institu-
tional use. Although it is possible to use them wherever
people gather, their principal use is in health institutions.
When people sit in the waiting room orarea waiting their turn,
they have time “on their hands” with nothing in particular to
do. As they have come to the health institution for a purpose
orwith a problem related to health, they maybe receptive to
health education. Simple messages straightforwardly ex-
plained and In a clear, local idiom can be prepared for tape
and read into the tape by someone with a distinct and
pleasant voice, easy to hear and understand. Such mes-
sages can be ~eneraI,on health problems that may affect
anyone in the community, or - and this maybe more effective

Few are so eager to
acquire health knowledge that
they will buy cassettes with
health messages for private
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- they may be specific and
Cassettes related to problems of the

audience at a specific time.Thus, on days set aside for

immunization, or maternal and
child care, or for TB patients,
or for antenatal or postnatal

- care, etc., messages made
specially to heip and interest people who come to a health
institution with problems in these areas will probably meet
with receptive ears. These messages on cassette tapes
should be repeated at regular intervals. If cassette players
are used forthese purposes, it is good tohave alarge number
of tapes with various messages, soas not to repeatthe same
fewtapes very often, which would make people “go to sleep”
mentally and not pay any attention to the message. It is also
good to make a long-term health education programme or
schedule, outlining what health messages one wants to
“play” over a long period (e.g., a monthly programme).

The drawback with such cassette programmes is that
people whocome to a health institution with a health problem
come alsowith a preoccupied, worried mind and may not be
disposed to listen toany message except one relatingto their
specific, personal problem. To overcome this obstacle, cassette
programmes ought to be well made, perhaps even with
calming music and a calming voice (or voices) so asto help
people think about something else apart from their own

I situation. In this way one can get a message through and at
the same time help people a bit in their worries or sufferings.

I It may be good to use stories (life stories or other stories) or
interviews or reportage about people “in action” to make the
programme a bit easier to follow than a straight talk pro-

gramme (refer to what was said about the use of radio).

Such cassettes can be made for lending to other institu-
tions or organizations as well (mass organizations, schools,
etc.), anda“lending library” of tapes could be kept in a health
centre or other health institution. A list of available tapes
should be circulated to health (and perhaps other) institu-
tions in the area “under” a health centre, etc.

Chapter5
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Spot announcements are used on radio (and couldalso
be recorded ontape and played at intervals in health institu-
tionsandelsewhere). They are messagesthat are very brief,
containing one point only, broadcast at irregular intervals or
at carefully chosen times of the day, and they occur unex~
pectedly and without any preliminary announcement (such
as: “Here is a health message for you”). On the contrary -

their effect may to a large extent depend on their unexpect-
edness, coming “out of the blue,” to remind people about
assen~alpoints relating to their health. Usually these occur
between programmes,but some programme producers may
(agree to) incorporate them in their programmes.

Such messages may be scheduled for specific hours.
Thus,.a message “out of the blue” near meal-time may say:
“Don’t just eat: wash your hands first~’;or: “Vegetables with

your dinner help you fight dis-
ease”. Messages at any time Spot announcements
may be, e.g.: “Breast milk is
the best food for newborn
babies”; or “A child with di-
arrhoea must be given much
fluid to drink”. There are also
times of local or nationwide
health hazardsorepidQmics when spotannouncements may
be used to tell people continuously or repeatedly what pre-
cautions to take, where to go for help, etc. But in general, if
such spot announcements fill the air too often, people may
get tired of them. They should therefore be used carefully,
with agood plan and not so often as to lower their effective-
ness or impact.

They should be announced as friendly advice andnotas
tiresome nagging as from a ILteacher~~telling “naughty chil-
dren” what to do.

—--I

Spot announcements
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a special place for people to see (and study) either bythem-
selvesor with the help of a “guide”who explains what is dis-
played. Such places can be open at regular hours for anyone
to visit, but they tend to be less and less usedMsited if this is
the case. The best use is probably made of them If they are
used as teaching tools to make things that have been taught
in school or at meetings more visual. Thus, such exhibits may
be opened “on appointment” only, when a school teacher or
a group leader takes his class or group to the exhibition area.

It may be good to renew such exhibits from time to time
so that people need not think that since they have “been

there” they already know it. Each time there may be at least
something new.

Local artists should be involved in making pieces for the
exhibition (and some artists may be selected as members of
health committees to make them more interested in and
involved with such work).

With each piece in the exhibition, a short “title” or
explanation may be attached for people to read. One person
(at a time) should be put in charge of the exhibition, with a
duty to keep it in good order, clean and up to date.

Chapter5
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charts, models and the real
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Some cultures use “town cners” to pass important
messages to the community. This olduse may be expanded
in modem times to employing people to pass on messages
about community meetings, important events, and also
messages related to health. Perhaps they can be most
effectively used to announce such evehts as immunization
days, what to do during an epidemic, the arrival of medicines
the community has been waiting for, etc.

A modem “town crier’ may be equipped with a micro-
phone, and he may have to be taught how to use it. If the
microphone is too close to or too far from the mouth, people
will not hear what he says, and if he shouts at the top of his
voice, that is also not the way to use a microphone to best
effect.

such announcers, where they
can be found, and make use Town crIers
of them at suitable limes. Over-
use of “town criers” may re-
duce their effectiveness. -

Therefore theyshould be given :
messages to carry to the -

community only when some-
thing of rather greater importance than usual is up. If people
know that something important is happening every time the
“town crier’ Is heard, they are likely to pay careful attention.

Health educators should be aware of the presence of

“Town criers”
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Chapter 6
“Entertainment”

Some teaching aids are rather more popular than oth-
ers, and some tend to exaggerate their impact and impor-
tance, confusing popularity with effectiveness In communi-
cating a message and leading to behaviour change. The
word “entertainment” Is therefore used, not to “deflate” their
importance but to discussthem under a more realistic view-
point than Is sometimes done. Some of these “entertain-
ments”are expensive to make or require rather much organi-
zation to stage, but not always. Some may also depend on
expensive equipment or the availability of electricity and
other facilities. Therefore, they are here treated last rather
than first. Some difficulties connected with these “entertain-
ments” can be overcome by calling In “mobile teams” from
more central health Institutions, such as the Ministry of
Health or one of its main “branch offices”.

Films
Films are very popular,

and they are popular asfilms.
That means that many people
(perhaps especially children

and young people) will come toafilm show irrespective of the
content of the film. ft has been said that “the media is the
message,” and that may to some extent apply to media like
film (although the phrase expresses an over-generalization).
People will come to watch a film, not the message it conveys.
This has both advantages and disadvantages. It is possible
to reach vast numbers of people by using films (if the show
is properly advertised). But as the crowd may not be moti-
vated by a desire to learn about health, their receptivity may
be low. They watch to be entertained, not to learn. If one has
something important to say in connection with the film it is
best to say it before the show, not after. After the film ends,
people want to leave rather than sit around listening to a

EntertaInment In
health education

FIlms
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“boring” lecture (it is boring
Films - -. for those who have come pn-

- manly to be entertained). The
- I -~ Y audience will be restless and

- - inattentive afterthe show, and
- H ~. ~ Itlsdlfflculttogetanymes-~ sage across. Although films

may be watched attentively
and be remembered well, they seldom lead to any changes
in the behaviour of people who regard the film show as pure
entertainment. As many young people come, they may also
not be mature enough to appreciate the message of health
films. But because of their popularity, films are useful means
to Introducepeople to the subject of health. This Isespecially
true when film shows are open to all.

68

The most effective way of using films Is to show them to
select, limitedaudiences that come by Invitation to see a film
on aspecific subject they are Interested in and want to learn
more about. Films can be accompanied by short talks and
discussion in such groups, and the message of the film can
be strongly reinforced by combining it with such other ap-
proaches, where the “personal touch” is much more strongly
felt.

It is necessaryto have expensive equipment and trained
operators in order to show films. It is also necessary to have
electricity. Mobile teams are, however, often available, and
the best way may be to ask such a team to come to an area
and show a film. Such teams may also have their own
generator, so they cancome and show films also where there
is no electricity locally. But when asking a mobile team to
come to a place, one should tell what facilities are available,

including the availability or non-availability of electricity, so
that the team can make the necessary preparations and ar-
rangements.

Because of their popularity, it is easy to exaggerate the
importance and impact of films; but used properly, they are
a valuable tool in health education. Health educators should
try to obtain lists of films available for borrowing or showing
by mobile teams in their areas.

Chapter6
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Plays

Plays are ofvarious length, theshorter ones often being
called playlets, skits or sketches. We shall discuss them
together here, without making much ofvarious categories of
plays. A common feature of plays about health Is that they
should (generally) be realistic, true to Hfe, to be effective.

A “full-fledged” play may require a big team of people,
towriteand edit the script, toget It typed in manycopies (one
for each player, phis one for the producer and a few others),
to direct the play, and to do the acting. A suitable place
(stage),with decorations and perhaps special clothes for the
actors will also be needed. All this is time-consuming and
mayeven cost some money (entrance fees may coversuch
costs). To perform such a playsuccessfully requires dedica-
tion and hard work and can only be done properly by people
who really believe it Isworth doing (and who also enjoydoing

J

it). A good play is enjoyed by
big audiences, and perhaps
most of all by those who par-
ticipate in it (and they are likely
to be the people who learn
most from the play).

Script writers for plays
may be found in schools orother institutions, orthere may be
“private” individuals who enjoy and are capable of writing
such scripts. To find someone who can direct (or instruct or
supervise) the people participating may be as hard asto find
a script writer. Actors may be more easily found (in schools
or elsewhere in the community: play production gives good
opportunities for community participation). To arrange space,
announce the eventproperly and get theco-operation ofa lot
of people who need to be involved is a major organizational
task, and all this should be thought through before one
decidesto stageaplay. But staging plays Is anenjoyable and
entertaining way of communicating health messages, and
the visual effect can be strong in helping people to “recog-
nize” situations, and they mayrememberthe message better
than if it is merely spoken by one speaker.

It is both easier and cheaper to prepare and stage
playlets or brief skits. Here it is necessary to concentrate on
one point ormessage, and this makes itpossible tocombine
a play with discussion, group involvement, and perhaps the
skit can bechanged and re-acted after suggestions from the
audience. The actors may be “ordinary people” from the
community and the “script” may be worked out bythe actors
and a “director’ and perhaps a few people asked to be
present to evaluate the playlet while it is being created

Plays
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(written) and rehearsed. The
playlet should be modified to
reflect “true” situations and

Role play problems. That is why it is not
enoughtoaccept such a play-
let as it is, from the hand ofan
artist (the writer), as is usually
the case with plays performed

in theatres. A situation play(Iet) created to help people
understand and improve thel r life situation(s) isnot evaluated
only on artistic merits but also because of the usefulness to
people who act in it or who watch. It is a teaching tool and
should therefore provoke discussion and lead to practical
action if it is effective.

Role play

Role plays may appear as plays or skits, but they are
alsodifferent. In a role play, there is usually no script: people
(perhaps chosen at random from an audience) are asked to
act a role (e.g., as health educator, or as a mother who Is
being taught about child care, oras a peasant who Is told to
build a latrine, etc~)and, without a script and without prepa-
ration, they are asked to come up with all the arguments a
person In a real situation Is likely tocome upwith. ft is natural
that some will defend a point of view, whereas others will
oppose it, and some maybe specifically appointed as advo-
cates and as opponents, to get thepros and cons of amatter
clearly out. It is, because of this, agood tool for managers, to
have a problem highlighted so as to see whether a sugges-
tion is “good” or “bad”. It can help decision makers to
understand a problem betterafter hearing many arguments
from all sides before adecision is taken. But asa large group
or the community as a whole may be Involved In decision-
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making, this is a tool that may be useful in many contexts. If
the audience feels that all arguments or viewpoints have not
been brought out in a role play, it maybe repeated with other
participants.

If a number of people are involved in various role plays,
one can getwidecommunityinvolvementand participation in
a problem. All aspects ofa problem can be highlighted in role
plays: needs of the community, feasibilityofproposals, costs
and skilled manpower involved, problems of use and main-
tenance, benefits to health, etc. It is also an enjoyable and at
the same time often entertaining teaching tool as well as a
tool to help in decision making, and because it is possible to
involve several “ordinary people” (not professional actors or
managers or administrators), it can help to increase the
awareness of the community.

What needs preparation for a role play are:

a clearly defined problem or topic, and

specified roles to play or act by participants.

Participants can be chosen without any preparation
during a meeting (although it may be good sometimes to let
people know their “role” beforehand so that they can think
about the topic and come up with as many arguments as
possible). Spontaneity is one ofthe aspects of role plays,and
it is probably best to regard the role play as a discussion
forum where asituation is debated either at “the scene” (e.g.,
of a spring that is being polluted and the discussion is about
what to doto keep it clean, such as to protect it), or it can be
a simulated meeting of people with different interests and

viewpoints. There should
always be a leader or chair-
man who can also bring the
discussion to an end when it
seems that all (essential) ar-
guments have been brought
up, or the play has lasted “long
enough”.

A role play is part of a larger meeting, used to illustrate
or clarify a situation or problem. After that is done, the
meeting “proper’ mayproceed to discuss the matter further
(even adding arguments),and then cometo adecision about
what to do in a certain situation.

Role play
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Puppet shows Puppet shows
A puppet show is a play

where puppets are “actors”
instead of people. The pup-
pets are held by the hands of

a person behind a screen (usually the puppets have long
clothes covering the hands of that person so that they can-
not be seen) or they are attached to strings manipulated by
people. Their “voices” are (usually) distorted voices of people.
As well as being used for instruction, such shows are also
(ideally) always funny and entertaining. (Often this last point
is the essential things: to entertain; but we are here con-
cerned with the use of puppet shows in health education.)

Puppets can either be obtained from “production centres”
(in the capital or elsewhere) or they can be produced locally
by talented people. It will be necessaryto find and train some
people who can use the puppets properly (regulate their

J

movements) and talk “on behalf of” the puppets (in different
voices) at the same time. Itwill usually be people with acomic
talent and who can also distort their natural voice in an
amusing and captivating way who should be picked for this
task. However serious the topic of a puppet show may be, it
is always most effective if it can also get the audience to
laugh. Not only chiI( ~n and young people but also adults
enjoy puppet shows a lot.

Puppet shows require puppets as well as a miniature
“house” or other scene where the puppets “perform” and
where also the people “behind” the puppets can be con-
cealed. Only if people with the required talents are found to
participate will a puppet show be successful. A good puppet
show may attract many people, and perhaps especially the
very young can be instructed in this way.

I
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Folk tales and fables

Folk tales are part of the living tradition in many coun-
tries, so that newtales are being created all the time, and old
ones are being modified. Fables are tales using animals to
represent people (and they are a special category of folk
tales). It is also possible to“invent” folk tales, using the style
of real folk tales when creating new tales for educational
purposes, but these may be less effective than the telling of
known tales (perhaps with modifications). To use folk tales
well may require special talents. If the “moral” or the point
one wants to make is made too explicitly, the story character
of the tale is easily lost. A good story teller will know how
stories can work on and affect the subconscious mind of the
listeners, so that the effect can perhaps not even be known
to the listener (at least not at once). But in health education,
folk tales and fables are not told only for the sake of the story

or the enjoyment people get
out of them but for what they
teach. They should therefore
becarefully chosen. Although
adults also enjoy tales, they
may be most suitable for in-
structing children.

L

Folk tales and fables[
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Songs Songs
Dance It is within the tradition of

many countries to make up
songs on current events and
problems, and also to use

songs for education. Where this is the case, there is good
reason to employ singers to communicate health messages
to people through this means. Popular singers may be
employed (or asked) to sing such songs at meetings where
health issues are discussed, or where there is a slide or film
show on health, etc. Oncesuch songs have been composed,
they may also be introduced to schools and elsewhere.

Songs on health may not be major contributions to
health education, but they may be learnt bychildren and the
message frequently repeated bythem in song. Songs about
health can also be used in plays and they can also be
recorded on cassettes and played at health institutions, etc.

In some societies people may have the custom of
passing on messages through dance. When this is the case,
oneshould also make use of this means forhealth education.
Only expert dancers are capable of communicating in this
way, and the health education officerstask in thisconnection
may merely be to beaware of this art form and to involve such
dance groups where theycan be found. Although he may not
be able to instruct them in howto dance, he can discuss with
the dancers what messages should be passed on. An
artistically sensitive audience may respond well to such an
art form and its message, but forthe general populace it may
be more effective to use this form of communication only in
support of other ways of teaching about health.

)

Dance
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Teaching about health: a
summing up

In the preceding chapters we have discussed important
ways and means of giving health education. But there are
other ways and means/methods/techniques as well. It should
be up to the individual health educator to find and use the
ways and means of giving health education that he or she
finds most suitable to the topic and to the audience.

It should be stressed that teaching aids are helpful
accessories in health education but that it is possible to teach
about health well andeffectively without sophisticated, costly
or even any means except the human voice. If people react
tohealth messages more slowly than wewant, we should not
be like the workman who blames his tools for work poorly
done. But we should also be aware that people do not change
beliefs, customs and habits related to health and nutrition
easily. They need time tochange, and health educators need
patience anddedication. If weshow thatwe really care about
people’s welfare, they will listen sooner or later, and we
should not be easilydiscouraged. People docare about their
health, and if they refuse to take our advice, they do so
because they think their way is better. When they come to a
deeper understanding, they will change. To achieve this,
time and hard work are needed.

When we use teaching aids, we should also note that
sometimes the simpler tools that wecan make ourselves (or
others in the community can help us with) are the most

effective and helpful. If we need
more time than we expected
to give people good health
knowledge and get them to
change their health-related
behaviour, it is usually of no
value to cry for more and more
teaching aids, although they I
do help, and they maymake our work easier and more inter-
esting. We should use teaching aids sensibly but also re-
member that in health education much depends on the care,
knowledge, interest anddedication ofawhole team ofpeople
involved in health education. Although there are health
educators who are so full-time, there are many who are
involved in this work as part of their work or duties, such as
community health workers, health inspectors orsanitanans,
nurses and health assistants and doctors, school teachers
and members of health committees. In some respects the
most important health educators are the parents. ft is per-
haps due to the influence people have received in the home
duringtheir childhoodthat they are so slow to change. If par-
ents change, the children will also change.

It is important to co-ordinate the efforts of all who are
involved in teaching about health so that there is co-opera-
tion and no conflict of interests or messages. No one is ca-
pable of doing everything alone. Co-ordinated efforts by
everyone concerned are bound to bear fruit sooneror later,
and the betterthe co-operation is the soonerourgoals will be
reached.

Ways of giving health
education:

summary

I
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Chapter 7
Evaluation ~‘d
Comparison of the
Effectiveness of Various
Methods of Givir~Health
Education

There are basically two things to evaluate in relation to
the effectiveness in our health education methods:

1. The effectiveness in passing on useful health knowledge,
and

2.The effectiveness in bringingabout behaviourchangethat
affects people’s health status.

For the first point, we need help from studies done by
communication experts, educational psychologists, educa-
tors and psychologists generally.

Forthesecond point, we need help from studies done on
people’s culture and culture change made by social anthro-
pologists, sociologists and development researchers.

But we shall discuss the two topics both separately and
together, so that they will not appear as two separate ques-
tions in the following discussion. When action is involved in

the learning process, memory
is better, so one affects the
other; memory and willingness
or ability to change often go
hand in hand.

We have noted eatlier that
we remember roughly 10% of
what we only read, 20% of what we only hear, and 30% of
what we see (acted out). 50% is retained of what we both
hear and see, and if it is possible to “act out” the lesson or
information or instruction (such asmaking adish while learn-
ing howit should be made) anddiscussthe information at the
same time, up to 90% may be retained or remembered.
(These statements are supported by research done on how
people learn and retain information.)

But this is a general rule, and some who are used to
reading and studying a lot may remember more and better
than the average reader, especially if he has “learned” to
study, by making an outline of the main pointsand reviewing
them after a chapter has been read, and especially if a
student takes time to think about what he has read and
discuss it with someone else (preferably a fellow student or
someone with similar interests).

Even if there may bevarious influences on the degreeof
retention of information given, we can still give a rough guide
to the effectiveness of different teaching techniques when
what is measured is what is retained and not (necessarily)
what leads to behaviour change. (Even if health-related
behaviour change is our real goal, no change will take place
unless informatioh is given and understood and retained; but

I

EvaluatIon of health
education technIques
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some#~ngelse may be needed
in addition to knowledge: we
shall discuss that later.)

We shall try to group the
various media according to
their effectiveness, but we
should remember that such a

classification is only indicative and not absolute - and some
ways of teaching about health may be evaluated in different
ways, as we shall also have occasion to point out.

1. We mentioned that we remember best Information we
receive while we do something to accompany the verbal
Instruction; furthermore, we are not likely to do at home
whatwe are told we should or ought to do (even ifwe fully
agree with the instructor and rea~zethe importance of
whatwe are told) unless we also do whatwe are told to do
at the same time as the instruction is given.

This kind of Instruction with “something to do” is most
suitable when verbal instruction Is given together with
demonstration to illustrate or explain or accompany the
verbal instruction or explanation - but only if the partici-
pants in the meeting (those being taught or instructed)
take part in the demonstration and do what is being
explained to thcm. If there is any degree of difficulty or
complication inc~oingwhat one wants people to do, it may
be best to first give an oral explanation (using pictures or
the blackboard if this is found suitable); then to show
(demonstrate) what has been taught or explained; and
finally (the most important and influential and decisive
step) to invite listeners or participants in the meeting to

come and perform the “experiment” for themselves -

under the guidance and supervision of the teacher or in-
structor.

Examplesof lessonsthat can betaught inthis wayare: the
preparation of a meal; the washing anddressing of babies;
the cleaning and dressing of small wounds that can be
looked after at home (or any part of what is called First
Aid); washing of clothes or utensils; breastfeeding (for
lactating mothers), etc.

2. Second in importance when it comes to helping people
remember what they are being taught are techniques
combining both spoken words and pictures - to let people
both hear and see what we want to teach them. Demon-
stration with explanation but without participation from the
audience is an example ofsuch atechnique. But there are
many more: teaching by means of pictures, or the use of
textbooks in addition to a teachers oral explanations, the
use of leaflets together with spoken instructions, the use
of flipcharts illustrating a talk, television programmes,
plays, role plays, films, slides with commentary, etc.

it is important to usethe illustrations,notonly to leave them
visiblein the background (orforeground) but without refer-
ring to them or using them to make points clear. They
should be used so as to emphasize points, give people
time to absorb and digest explanations given and thus
double (or treble or more) the effect of the spoken word
alone. The best combination may sometimes be to let
people hear about a topic, then read short texts further
explaining the topic, and also use pictures orother illustra-
tions toclarify the lesson further. But sometimes this may

I
Methods for effectIve
retention of
Infonnatlon
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be confusing (people may start reading while the spoken
instruction or information isgiven and thus miss partof the
lesson), and it may be more effective togive oral explana-
tions that can be absorbed while people study the illustra-
tion at the same time.

3. Next in effectiveness for retention come instructional’
materials that can be seen only. Here we have teaching
aids such as illustrated books or booklets, posters, illus-
trated magazines or leaflets, pictures, strip-cartoons, scale
models, calendars, etc.

Since these media are left towork bythemselves, without
the benefit ofateacheror instructorwho canexplain them,
great care has to be taken that they communicate exactly
whatwe want to teach by means of them. It is advisable to
pretest such materials (at least some of them), to make
sure that the person taughtor instructedgets the message
in the way we want him or her to understand it.

4. Still weaker as means of given information that is retained
are the means that use the spoken word only: What the
audience only hears. As examples we can mention
speeches or talks, radio programmes, spot announce-
ments, messages given by “town criers,” etc.

Here as elsewhere, the way the messages are presen’ted
can make a great difference in relation towhat is remem-
bered. Professionalism is important in getting the mes-
sage across.

5. Least effective for retention is what is read only. This
includes “plain”books, booklets, newspaperor magazine

Methods for effective
retention of
hitormatlon

Motivating listeners
Pietesting

of information given, we
must add that there are influences on retention other than
pure “ease” of remembering information. At a time when a
person feels that he “needs” certain information (e.g., when
lack of such knowledge affects his life negatively, whether
through ill-health or the prospect of failing an examination),
he will rememberbetterthan aperson who is moreindifferent
to the information given. To enhance attention to health
knowledge, the teacher or communicator should therefore
pay as much attention to raising the audience’s awareness
of the usefulness of such knowledge as he does to the
contents of this information itself, i.e., he must motivate his
audience to become receptive to what he teaches. It is
always useful to know some (educational) psychology and
something about good communication techniques for a
health bducator.

We have also learned some useful general principles
about communication from pretesting educational materials.
We should avoidwhat is ambiguous, unclear, misleadingand
offensive, and we should try to be clear, create a desire to
follow our instruction, please and attract our audience as
much as possible. We shall take one example of what we
have learned from pretesting (i.e. trying out teaching mate-
rials for correction and adjustments among a sample audi-

articles, written slogans
(without accompanying
pictures), etc.

After having made such
a “catalogue” of teaching aids,
classifying them according to
their comparative effective-
ness when it comes to retention
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ence before we dive final shape
to them). if we use illustra-
tions, we may use pictures
that represent or show reality
with all details, both what is
important for what we want to
teach and what is irrelevant,
orwe maycut out all irrelevant

details and show only the bare essentials in a kind of outline
drawing. It has been found that for the average person in a
developing situation it is confusing to use pictures with a lot
of details, and it is too abstract to use drawings showing the
outlines only. The best results have been obtained with
illustrations that have several details, without being eithertoo
bare or overcrowded with details. But in each case, one
should make independent tests, as the situation differs from
place to place, from audience to audience, and from person
to person.

One of the most important points when we make or

choose educational materials is to specify

1. our goals or objectives, and

2. the target audience, ie., the group we want to reach with
a specific message.

Weshould use a different approach if we want to talk
about child care for maturing school children (to prepare
them for adult life) and if we talk to new parents or if we talk
to older parents whose traditional customs of child care we
want to change. Sometimes we canchoose our audience; at
othertimes we have toconfront an audience thatothershave

chosen or invited for us. Very often we get amixed audience,
e.g., when we talk to a community meeting or on radio or
television. Even in such cases, our health education is likely
to be most effective if we make up our minds what we want
to achieve (our goal or goals) and whom we want primarilyto
reach in the mixed audience (e.g., community leaders, the
young adults such as first time parents, the school population,
etc.). It is a “temptation” for many to try to reach all at the
same time;but suchsessions orprogrammes are usually the
weakest and least effective. If we have specific objectives
and a specificsection of people in mind fora health education
session or activity, we have a good chance to influence at
least some. If we try to talk to and reach all at the same time
there is great likelihood that no one will benefit from our
health education.

Some health educators have tried to aim for the “opin-
ion formers” and the “change agents” in acommunity. If this
is overemphasized, there is a danger that we “create” so-
called change agents that are not accepted by the commu-
nity. People may even react negatively, saying that theywill
not followthe example of someone they do not recognize as
their leader, for to do so would mean to give him a position
and importance they are not prepared to accord him. Such
wrongly selected opinion formers and change agents may
actually become a hindrance (rather than a help) in bringing
about change and development. It may verywell be that it is
the “outcasts,” or those with a very weak link with other
people in the community and with their customs and tradi-
tions who are most willing to change - perhaps they have
least to lose by adopting new behaviour. To outsiders work-
ing for development, such people may seem progressive,
and it is easy to “use” them wrongly. The main thing is to get

illustratIons
Speciflyaims and
target øudlence
Opinion torniers and
changeagents
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whole communities, or the majority of their members, to
change and progress.

We should perhaps not attach too much importance to
individual “change agents”. There is another way to go, and
that is todealwith groups,with communities (not individuals),
and they can choose their own representatives to try out new
ideas, to experiment, to bring about change, - but these
“agents” should do it on behalf of the whole group.

Here is an important principle: The group or community
approach. Instead of starting with individuals it is better to
start with groups - the bigger the better (ideally the whole
community) - and then carry the idea (the message) to
smaller groups, ending with home visits and individual ap-
proaches. Decision-making is usually a community matter,
and decisions in relation tohealth care should be made in and
by groups after the groups have been able to discuss the
matter thoroughly. Group decision after group discussion is
much more likely to bear fruit than the person-to-person
approach alone. But after decisions have been made by the
group, it is essential to follow upthese decisions to see if they
are implemented. This can be done by appointing a person
(e.g.,the chairman ofthe meeting) to arrangeforsuch follow-
up. The chairman can appoint someone, e.g., the community
health worker, to keep track of what is done with respect to
implementation. If the project decided upon by the commu-
nity is to immunize all children underfive years of age, a list
can be kept in the clinic, and the names of those who have
taken theirchildren for immunization can be read out in future
meetings, and the names ofthose who have still not done so
should also be read out with a reminder that they ought to do
like the others. If some are very recalcitrant, home visits may

The group approach In
After large groups have health educatIon

been mobilized, it is essential
to approach smaller groups
concerning the same ques-
tion. If health education has
been given to the community
in communal meetings, it may be best to next approach
special groups,such aswomen’s (or mothers’) groups, youth
groups, Red Cross groups, school children’s parents, school
classes, literacy classes, neighbourhood groups, or to just
call people living close togetherto a (perhapsopen air) meet-
ing anddiscuss with them their special needs and problems.
Then finally families and individuals can be approached. In
families, it does not harm if visitors come - perhaps they
should even be encouragedtocall neighbours tocome to the
house where the health educator visits. People are often
hesitant to make decisions alone, especially if they are
important and radical, involving major innovations forthem or’
the community. It is therefore easier for many to make
decisions after hearing the views of others. People may not
want to “go it alone”. The support (or discouragement) of
others may therefore be decisive in getting people to change
their health behaviour.

But after people have committed themselves to a step,
individual approaches and encouragement may be helpful.
Perhaps there are special problems people like to discuss or
ask advice about individually before they take action. And
there are also some problems of a very personal nature
where the individual approach is necessary. Family planning
is such an area, where individuals or couples may be the

I be helpful to “remind” them.
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most ideal audience, as some
may fear to asI~ questions or
even to show any interest in
public, for fear of disapproval
from others.

To illustrate the effective-
ness of thegroup approach andgroupinvolvement, it may be
worth quoting an experiment that clearly demonstrates the
principles discussed above. The example is quoted from the
popular Penguin book, Fundamentals ofPsychology, by C.
J. Adcock (emphases have been added):

“During the Second World War food supplies
becamea pressing problemand in many coun-
tries food had to be rationed. In the United
States ofAmerica... some interesting research
was triggered oft... (on) how to change people’s
eating habits...

The first step was to determine who were the
key persons in controlhng eating habits. House-
wives, it was decided, play a vital role here.
They are in an excellent position to initiate the
trial of new foods and generally influence
consumption habits. An experiment was there-
fore set upto discover the most effective way
of modifying their behaviour. Red Cross groups,
formed for the study of nursing and first aid,
provided convenient samples of housewives
for the experiment. These women were all
seriously concerned with the war effort and

likely to be sympathetic to the aims of the ex-
periment.

Six groups were chosen. Three of these re-
ceived carefully prepared lectures designedto
interest them in the merits of less favoured
fc ms of meat such as hearts and kidneys.
Tiese lectures were delivered by women who
were able to speak not only about the nutri-
tionalqualities of the meats concerned but also
of their own success in preparing attractive
dishes from them for their own families. The
otherthree groups were given similar informa-
tion but in the form of discussions which were
concluded by asking how many housewives
wouldbepreparedto tryout these foods during
the coming week.

The response to this appeal was excellent but
it was in the actual behaviour of the women af-
terwards that the most striking effect was ob-
served. Of the women in the first three groups
who had heard the lectures only, the number
who actually tried the proposed dishes was
three per cent; but thirty-two per cent of the
members of the other three groups, those who
had actively participated in discussion and
made agroup decision, responded in a practi-
calway. The second approach was thus more
than ten times as effective. Further experi-
ments gave similar results and indicated that a
sound technique had been discovered.” (1964
edition, pages 19-20)

Group involvement

Groupdecisions

J
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Chapter7 EvaluationandComparisonoftheEffoctWenessof Various MethodsofGivingHealthEducation

The technique discovered in the experiment described
above may be decisive when it comes to bringing about
behaviour change. The situation described involves, not
reluctant persons who have to be convinced and persuaded
first, but concerned, educated and highly motivated house-
wives in a crisis situation, instructed by competent and
trusted women on an important subject. It is even more
important to use the group approach with persons who may
be initially doubtful of our message and perhaps suspicious
of the motives of the (often unknown) health educator.
People like to make up their own minds, but their minds are
influenced by their friends, by their neighbours and other
village or community members. Individual innovations may
cause envy, and delighted derision if the individual innovator
fails. People may hesitate to try to be different, and the
support of the community is usually essential, either in the
form of a knowledge that others also are trying out the new
thing, orthat one has been asked to experiment on behalf of
the community, sothatafailure is not an individual failure but
failure of an experiment that the communitywanted tried out.
Thus no one loses face. Community or group participation
and group decision are essential for lasting behaviour change.

When we considerthetechniquesdiscussed above, itis
worth noting that it is not always the most sophisticated and
costlytechniques that are the most effective. On the contrary,
by involving people in decisions concerning their own and
their children’s life and future, simple and inexpensive teach-
ing aids and techniques may be the most effective to achieve
our goals: behaviour change that contributes or leads to
better health for individuals and for the community.

But this observation
should not lead to a lazy atti- Group involvement
tude to health education. The and behaviour change
best techniques and presen- Media nh1X~
tations should be used, and Comprehensive.
often acombination ofseveral
teaching methods (a “media-
mix”) may give the best re-
sults. But it is equally (perhaps more) important to know the
mentality, the psychology, the way of thinking, feeling, making
decisions and acting of people in an area.

Our aim is not only to impart knowledge but to produce
behaviour change that improves people’s health.

We may find that we are convincing a certain group of
people tochangetheir behaviour in relationto health. School
children may thus be seen to practise good hygiene in
school. But the same children maydiscoverthat their parents
(or grandparents) are reluctant to be “taught” by their own
children. It may therefore be essential for lasting and univer-
sal change in a communityto teach all age groupsthe same
things about health. If older people are taught in community
meetings and literacy classes what children are taught in
school, there is a better chance that personal and environ-
mental hygiene will be practised by all than if onlyone section
of the population is given health education.

We must considerage, educational level, social aware-
ness and people’s mentality and willingness to change and
progres& when we want to give effective health education
that will be put into practice by our target audiences. And we
need patience: Change is not brought about in a hurry. But
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Comprehensive
approach

we should use ~Ilpossible or~
reasonable means to speed
up the process of change.

,1
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Chapter 8
The Organization of Health
Education

Good and effective health education is not only a ques-
tionof teaching but oforganization. Healtheducation mustbe
well organized to reach every member of acommunity, and
organization is a prime requirement in order to bring about
social change, including change in health-related behaviour.

A health educator who tries to do everything related to
health education himself cannot be as effective as one who
obtains the services orassistance of all who in some waydo
work that mayhave a health education component. The kind
of organization needed to help all such workers to make the
most of their efforts is co-ordination.

A full-time health educator is normally an employee of
the Ministry of Health. Although he will have to look around
to find collaborators in other ministries or organizations, he
may do well to start looking at the organization of health
education in his own ministry and immediate surroundings.
Planning of health education activities will be a question for
the Ministry of Health, but the implementation of health
education policies may start in a health department at local
level. Plans must be studied for detailed execution there.
This will involve the deployment of personnel and the pro-
curement of teaching aids and the setting up of health edu-

L cation programmes. But the actual work of giving health

education will normally start
elsewhere. Hospitals should
have a daily programme of
health education, but as their
main responsibility is to give
curative services, they cannot
be expected to take the main
responsibility for health edu-
cation elsewhereas well. The local activities in health educa-
tion foran area are probably best organized around a health
centre. Although health education should be given, among
others, by those responsible for maternal and child health
services, immunization programmes and others, the princi-
pal officer in charge ofhealth education should be a full-time
health education officer, orsomeone who workscloselywith
teaching activities, such as a Primary Health Care Offlcer/
Public Health Officer or a SanitarianlHealth Inspector. This
officer should both do health education himself and also set
up weekly programmes of health education and supervise
that they are followed. He should also supervise program-
mes and teaching activities in all clinics sorting under the
health centre. He should organize the distribution of health
education materials In hisarea, and if possible get help to do
local production of such materials. He should, as part of his
workof supervision, keep records ofwhat is done in the area
of health education. The methodsofhealth education hecan
use are discussed in an earlier chapter.

People come to health institutions when they are ill, or,
if they have caught on to the Idea, they may come forcheck-
ups even when they are well. In any case, they come for
health services with their minds set on questions related to
health, and they are therefore receptive to health education.

Organization of health
education

Hospitals and health
education

Role of health centres
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(The only “obstacle” may be
such intense preoccupation
with their personal health
problem that they are not
prepared to listen to more
general health topics.)

But the fact that people
come to health institutions when they are ill alsosets the limit
to the audience or outreach. Even if most people are ill from
timetotime, they rarely come on a regularbasis. This makes
it difficult to give comprehensive health education at health
institutions: Even if our health education programme is
comprehensive, people attend so irregularlythat they benefit
from onlypart of the programme. It is therefore good to look
for ways to supplement the health education given at health
institutions.

To reach the masses, the wholecommunities, it is good
to get the co-operation of organizations of large groups of
people - peasants, women, youth, and of sports clubs, scout
groups, RedCross societies, etc. Ifpossible, health commit-
tees should be established, and these should do most of the
regular planning and supervision of health education activi-
ties in their community, and perhaps some or much of the
actual giving of health education as well. Although such
health committees may be quite independent, they will
usually welcome prof3ssional advice, and it would be good if
professional health educators could either be members on
local health committees or be so close to their leaders that
theycan be invitedfromtimetotime - andtheyshould usethe
opportunity of such invitations to guide and help less expe-
rienced health committees to make their work more effective

J

and to the point.

Where health committees are operational, they may be
in charge ofguiding extension workers who do health educa-
tion (or other health educators). In case no such committee
exists (orwhere it does notfunction properly), it mayfalltothe
health education officer of the area to guide and supervise
health educators at lower levels. If there is a community
health worker, he/she may be the best contact person with
the local community, both for instructing mass meetings and
for home visits. But there may be nutrition extension workers,
agricultural extension workers and others who should be
helped to setup programmessoasto addressthe real health
problemsofan area anddo it in aneffective manner, andalso
to co-ordinate their teaching and other health-related activi-
ties with other workers in the area.

It is best to start health education with large groups (the
masses, preferably the whole community) and then proceed
to both repeat the “lessons” (for reinforcement) and then to
expand them into greater detail and take up problems of
more individual concern or relevance in smaller groups (o~
women, youth, new parents, teen-agers, sports clubs, etc.).
It is part of the idea of primary health care to “demystify”
medicine, and also in health education it is therefore good to
let the masses know what we have to teach and let them
discuss it openly, before ourteaching is taken to moreclosed
groups.

Everything feasible should be done to encourage the
work and strengthen the position of the community health
worker. His work should be appreciated and support should
be given at all levels. If his work is appreciated by the

)

c
Health InstitutIons
Mass education
Health committees
Community health
workers
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community, he will get much more done than if he works in
isolation, more or less alone.

Health education of a more intensive kind can be given
in classes. These may be of two kinds: literacy classes for
adults and formal classes for children in regular schools.

If there are readers or textbooks on health prepared for
literacy classes, a health educator may ask (or be asked) to
be present during some classes when health topics are
taught. Ifthe adults being taughthave questions,discussions
of health in such contexts may be very effective - perhaps
even more effective than the written text, both because
people remember more of a topic if they both read and hear
about it and because they will understand better what is
explained to them personally. Probably the most important
consideration ofall is the much greater likelihood that people
will changetheir behaviourand practice in linewith what they
are taught if they are able to discuss their health problems
and receive guidance from a qualified and concerned per-
son. (It is also much easiertofollow up and continue the topic
in private talks in the home if the health educator has met and
taught a person previously in a literacy class.)

One important aspect of adult education is that parents
are given the same knowledge as their children in formal
schools. There is in such cases much greater likelihood that
the health knowledge will be turned into practical action in
daily life in the home.

In formal schools, it is important to have as strong a
syllabus in health (or health science) as possible. Even
where the subject is well covered in textbooks (see chapter

4, Health Education in
Schools), there is still much Health education In
support that a health educa- schools and literacy
tor can and should give. This ceses
may range from inspection of I Community
health facilities (together with ppatlon
apublic health inspector/offi-
cer or sanitarian) combined
with relevant and appropriate advice to the school authori-
ties, to taking part in the teaching of health (occasionally,-
especially where there is a shortage of qualified teachers in
the subject) and giving encouragement and guidance in
relation to arranging aschool health dayora sanitation week
in the school (see chapter 4).

To ensure as much and as positive co-operation from
the community as possible, it is advisable to involve a wide
range of community members in the process of health edu-
cation and in activities aimed at improving the health of the
community. This need not and should not be limited to
discussions in health committees or other decision making
fora. It is good to bring mattersconcerning health before the
whole community as early and as often as possible. Health
committees or their spokesmen or a health educator can
present several questions to community meetings, e.g.,

What are the greatest health problems in the community?

What can bedone to improvethe health ofthe community?

Does the community need a clinic?

Who isto run it?
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Should every house-owner build a latrine?

Who in the community has the necessary skills to do the
more difficult parts of latrine construction?

How can people obtain the necessary information and
training for various health-related tasks?

How will people be able to pay for the cost of latrine
construction? Are there credit facilities?

Do they need sanitary guards, and how will they be paid?

It is not enoughto involve the community in discussions
of health-related problems; they must be involved in the
decision-making process aswell, at all stages of the project,
from planning through implementation to follow-up. They
should also be asked to appoint trusted people to carry out
experimental projects and people to supervise and followup
on the work at each stage. And at the end they should be in-
volved in the assessment of the project: was it successful or
not? Did it bring the expected benefits? What mistakes were
made or what could be done better? (This kind of questions

are useful forthe planning and implementation offuture proj-
ects.)

Community participation or community involvement is
an important questionthat is considered more fullyin Appen-
dix I.

In health education it is important not to try to do
everything oneself. People’s support must be enlisted at all
levels. In the last analysis it is each individual’s contribution
that counts when it comes to improved health. Only the
individual can look after his own health as it relates to
personal hygiene, the hygiene of his/her home or surround-
ing, as well as the necessary care of one’s children, the sick
in the family, or - for husbands - to pay the best attention to
pregnant and lactating women. Good nutrition cannot be
imposed, it must be done voluntarily by people who under-
stand and appreciate the benefits of it. Individual as well as
collective contributions to health are the result of good
teaching and good organization.

Community
pórticlpatlon in health
education

How can the clinic be built
and equipped?

Do they need a community
health worker?

Howisheorshetobesup-
ported?
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Conclusions

UConclusions
Better than cure is not to be sick in the first place. A

country needs not only good hospitals and other health
institutions that care for the sick - it needs a population with
sufficient health knowledge to look after its own health, and
even its own sick in some minor but very important and often
harmful or debilitating cases (such as diarrhoea in children
and minor wounds). Health education has the very practical
purposes of helping people to be ill less frequently and to
know what to do when people become ill.

Health education is not meant for an elite or for a few -

it is knowledgethat should and must reach the masses. Good
health increases well-being and happiness, makes possible
better use of money, increased production and better serv-
ices or work by all who perform any kind of work. Healthy
parents are much more likely than sickly parents to get
healthy children. Healthy children do better in school (and
later at work) than children who are frequently sick. Ex-
penses that are used for cure could be used forother useful
purposes - including a better diet - if people are ill less
frequently.

The importance given to health education and preven-
tive medicine or preventive health services (or “care”) de-
pends on the priorities of a country’s government. The
benefits derived from a healthy population are so great that
it is wise investment to spend a good proportion of the health
budgeton preventionand not invest only in curative services.
But the two (cure and care) should be seen aspart ofoneaim:
to get a healthy population. Although special employeesmay

be assigned to the task of
spreading health education,
the prestige and authority of
people working in curative
services are so great that it is
valuable to get doctors and
other “curers” or “healers” to
pay attention to and partici-
pate in preventive services and health education as welJ. In
addition to teaching health education to medical profession-
als, the subject should be taught in all formal schools and
literacy classes, and adequate knowledge for the preserva-
tion of good health should be given to every member of a
community and every citizen in a country. All means at one’s
disposal should be employed to spread such knowledge -

mass media as well as more personal approaches. In the
end, we do not get a healthy nation without the active co-
operation of all its members, and such co-operation is given
bypeople who understand its advantages. This understand-
ing comes from effective health education.

Why prevention Is
better than cure

Cooperation and
coordination in health

education
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Appendix I CommunityParticipation or Involvementin HealthCare

a valuable resource goes
unused. For effective partici-
pation ofthe masses in devel-
opment, they need to know
whatdevelopment means and
what development aims they
are asked to helpaccomplish.
This requires education, moti-
vation andaraised consciousness. The way thiscan bedone
is to educatethe masses in basic skills (primarily literacy) so
as to enable them to take part in the national discussion of
development and what development objectives to pursue.
This may involve a process of “politicization” before people
become clear about what kind of development they want.
Only then, as a second major step, can participation in
concrete development projects on a comprehensive scale
become meaningful.

In many developing countries, literacy campaigns and
political education have taken place fora numberofyears. In
addition, the population may have been organized in mass
organizations that make both mass educationand organized
massparticipation in development projects possible. Partici-
pation in development can take place at many different
levels. To co-ordinate objectives, plans and activities, a
national consensus is necessary. To implement national
plans, regional and community participation to achieve overall
objectives is needed. At the community level, sometimes the
support of the whole community will be required (e.g., in the
support of a Community Health Worker); in other cases,
women’s interests are best taken care ofby women’s groups,
and the interesis of youth by youth groups; and in many
cases individual participation to achieve agreed objectives

Appendix I
Community Participation
or Involvement in Health
Care

What is community

Community
participation

Extent of community
involvement In health

care

participation?

The whole population of a country ought to participate in
the building anddevelopment of the nation orcountry. Unless
the broad masses are drawn into the development process,
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may be required (this is par-
ticularly important in activities
invisible to outsiders, such as
personal hygiene and cleanli-
ness in the home, in food
preparation and consumption,
etc.; but it is also important in
the construction and proper

use of latrines and general cleanliness of one’s homestead,
etc.).

But community participation is more than the exploita-
tion of the labour resource of the masses. Participation in
development may be active orpassive, contributing much to
development at high speed or reluctant participation in
projects that one participates in without understanding or
enthusiasm, only because one isforced~oparticipate. Differ-
ent attitudes to participationare created bythe wayone goes
about mobiiizing the masses. If orders are issued without
efforts being made to raise the consciousness and to edu-
cate and motivatethe participants, alienation is created, with
the result that people feel they are participating in projects
belonging to others. This may still have some advantages
over the procedure of doing everything for a community
without their participation, asthis wouldcreate an attitude of
dependency, so that theywill do nothing themselves butwait
for someone from outside to initiate and execute all develop-
ment activities in their community.

The best wayto achieve active community participation
is to educate, motivate, persuade, and raise the conscious-
ness of the community before they are drawn fully into the
development process. One way of doing this is to let the new

ideastake root during a process of education and “politiciza-
tion” and wait for people in the community to ask to be
actively involved in the development process. This would be
community participation initiated from below. Anotherwayto
get community participation in such projects is to mobilize
communities to participate in development projects so as to
achieve national development objectives withinthe time lim-
its set by national development plans. Central planning and
communityparticipation can best be harmonized if extensive
information, education and persuasion are applied. This will
avoid the feeling of “forced labour” andconflict of interests at
the national and the community levels. The latter approach
is especially important in the area of health. One can force
participation in the construction of a road or assembly hall or
the payment for communal projects, but one cannot force
people to be clean and hygienic in their personal habits. In
order to practise cleanliness and take the necessary meas-
ures to lead healthy lives and to eat food that promotes health
and gives strength to work well, people must have the per-
sonalconvictionthatto act and live in thatway is worth their
while, some extra effort and perhaps some extra expense.
Such conviction comes through information,education, child
rearing practices (upbringing), persuasion, and demonstra-
tion ofthe beneficial effects of acertain practice. Personalex-
perience of any benefits will strengthen people’s conviction
and help them continue a valuable practice.

The best way to convince people is to let them partici-
pate in the decision making process, through group discus-
sions and resolutions as a group, to try out what they are
advised to do (or betterstill: what they think themselves that
they ought to do). if they knowthat it is their own decision to
tryoutacertain course of action, theyare more likely to follow

How to obtain the
participatIon of the
community
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(it up in their private lives than if they only have been told what
to do by others, without having a say in the matter them-
selves. If they get a chance to follow up by reporting to a
community meeting on the benefits of a certain practice after
it has been tested out (i.e. if they also participate in the
evaluation ofdevelopment projects), they are likely to persist
with a good habit and make it a permanent part of their daily
lives. When the community health worker visits homes, it is
easier to talk about matters the community has discussed
and decided upon than to talk about matters that are newto
the communityandabout which there maybe hostile feelings
if no community decision has been made about it.

Why community participation?
Community participation is so obviously necessary and

essential for creating a healthy community that the matter is
almost not worth discussing: nobody can keep a person
clean and make him lead a healthy life except that person
himself. No amount of outside pressure can make a person
wash his hands after defecation or before every meal, or
before food is prepared, unless the person is convinced that
he ought to do sofor his own good, to protect hisown health.

But community participation has many advantages that
are still worth pointing out. Ifall members of acommunity are
convinced of thebenefitstothem ofcleanflness,theywillhelp
each other to find pure water sources and to keep such
sources ciean. They will build and use latrines everywhere in
the community and keep them clean. Thus, much can be

achieved also when the gov-
ernment cannot (afford to) Reasons for
carry out all development ac- community
tivities in a community. If partIc(r~lon
community members do (part
of) their own development I
work, they learn and become
more conscious of their needs
and potentials for solvingtheir own problems, they make use
of local skills, they learn to be responsible for projects and
their maintenance, and they ~in the necessary self-confi-
denceto tackle furtherand perhaps more complicated devel-
opment projects. Community participation may not be cheap
or always efficient, but the burden of costs is borne by the
community ratherthanthe government. In order not to create
dissatisfaction in this way, the benefits of projects must also
be clearly seen to be to the communit~sadvantage. it is not
only labour that is needed in community participation in de-
velopment - also participation in need assessment, organiza-
tion, management, accounting, and evaluation is required in
order to draw a community fully into the development proc-
ess. This will then be a question of power sharing at the
community level, but it also leads to greater democratization
and self-reliance. Ifit also generates greater unityand a spirit
of co-operation and self-confidence in a community, a basis
has been laid for further development of the community.

There are traditionsof co-operation in small-scale, local
development projects in many countries. It would benefit the
development of a country if such traditions were strength-
ened and used to achieve national development objectives.
Primary health care will never become a reality without
community palticipation. One needs to make all the mass
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organizations in a country
participate in ‘primary health
care through informing, edu-
cating and motivating people
for such participation. A long
term aim of a special nature
may be to train or educate
every woman in a country to

be able to handle simple health problems of the family (for
which a manual onHealth Care in the Homemaybe needed).

Premises and limitations of
community participation

When a community is invited to participate in the devel-
opmentof their own communityand the nation, the response
can be negative if people do not clearly perceive and under-
stand the purpose of such participation. They may think it
benefits others but not themselves. To become enthusiastic
about community participation in development projects, people
must first ofall understand that such projects are totheir own
advantage. Projects initiated with community participation
must therefore clearly be of such a nature that people can
easily see their benefits. Particularly the first time such
communal projects with popularparticipation are suggested,
the benefits must beobvious and easy to see. Later, projects
that require more education and perhaps abstract reasoning
and understanding may be initiated. Health-related projects
may be amongthem. All will see the need for water, but only
those with some health education maysee the need for clean
water from a pure water source.

It is ofcourse possible to impose decisions on acommu-
nity(tellthem what to do), but participation is likely to be much
more effective if people understand the reason whya project
should beexecuted. This needs educationand persuasion at
two levels. It is not enoughto let a communitywaste its efforts
and resources on any haphazard projects that come to mind.
Local projects and efforts should beco-ordinated with overall
(central) national planning. This needs explanation and
education in the community. But beyondthis, specific educa-
tion is needed in relation to concrete projects. Thus it has
proved wasteful to ask people to participate in health and
sanitation projects when they lack understanding of the
causes of diseases and their transmission and howthey can
be prevented or restricted. Health education is a necessary
prerequisite for meaningful communityparticipation in health
and sanitation projects. Through such education, it is pos-
sible to raise a people’s consciousness of the need for
change, to increase their understanding, to change their
attitudes and values. It is also important to understand the
feelings of group solidarity prevailing especially in rural
communities. Therefore, such education and persuasion
must take place in groupswhere there is possibility for group
discussion, group decision, and group participation. Only
when a communityis ready to make adecision to participate
in a project as a (fairly) united entity is participation likely to
be effective and lead tothe desired results. Motivation is thus
an important part of the education and persuasiongiven. The
chief motive for acommunity to participate is likely to be that
they see that a project is useful and beneficial to them, that
it will lead to improvements for them personally and for the
community (and eventually, if all communities participate, it
will be seen to increase the welfare of the nation).

)

How community
participation Is made
possible
Limits to community
participation
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The nextstep - after acommunity is persuaded that their
participation indevelopment projects is desirable and neces-
sary - is to impart the necessary skills to a community.
Persons chosen orapproved bythem and with the necessary
aptitude need to be trainedin organizational and managerial
matters (election procedures, how to make and formulate
project plans, howto supervise, how to account for financial
inputs, how to write reports, etc.) as well as in particular skills
(construction and maintenance of latrines, protection of
water sources, basic medical knowledge for community
health workers, etc.).

It is possible (perhaps even desirable) to use some
coercive persuasion togeta reluctant community to build and
use latrines, to immunizetheirchildren orto vaccinate cattle,
if this is necessary to preserve or protect the health of people.
But the best way is normally to increasetheir knowledge and
understanding of why this is for their good. And in the area of
personal hygiene this is the only method that works.

It should therefore be clearthat community participation
in development is not always quick, easy, and cheap. Moti-
vation and education require time and manpower. It is mostly
quicker to use professionals with mechanized back-up
(machines). It may even be cheaper in many cases. But
community participation leads to the creation of a more
qualified work force on the local level and - combined -.

nationwide, and it leads to local and national self-reUance
and, eventually, self-sufficiency. It is part of an educational
and mobilization process that hasas its main advantagethat
it makes use of the total work force of a country.

To get the best out of
community participation, it is
necessary to have confidence
in the ability and (potential)
skills of a community and to
be willing to share power with
them - power to make mean-
ingful and “correct” decisions,
to mobilize their own members and to see the “why” of de-
velopment projects. One also needs to let them keep (or get)
enough resources in the community to carry out develop-
ment projects, as some cost is almost always involved. If all
decisions are made for the community, without their partici-
pation in the decision-making process, they may fear that
projects benefit someone other than themselves, fear e.g.,
that community participation is only an excuse for getting
cheap or free labourfor the creation of newclasses of people
who use them to build up their power to oppress and exploit
them. Trust and awillingnessto share (power, responsibility,
resources, knowledge) are the best foundation for effective
community participation in development projects. At the
same time, communityefforts must be part of national devel-
opment plans to be truly meaningful in a national context.

Mechanisms of community
participation

There are old traditions of community co-operation in
many places - to build a house, to harvest, etc. Such co-
operation was often a response to an acute short-term need
and did not involve permanent organizational forms. Today,

)

Problems with com-
munity participation

Meaningful
participation

Old and new forms
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most countries hpve advanced
beyond such casual forms of
mutual help. Even when more
lasting associations existed, it
was intended to help in “life
crises” - at weddings and
burials mostly. Even if the struc-
tures of these associations

were and are inadequate for development projects of a
sustained nature (building and maintenance of roads, water
supply systems, clinics, etc.), one can still build on the spirit
of co-operation that has thus long existed in a country.

Among common forms or mechanisms of community
co-operation and participation in development well known
from different countries are political movements, elected
local governments, trade unions, co-operatives, community
councils and committees, youth clubs, women’s associations,
etc. One should not form new associations for community
participation in development where suitable organizations
already exist. Newtasks can be incorporated in or added to
the objectives for which already existing mechanisms have
been established. In cases where no mechanism for co-
operation in development work exists, it would be useful to
organize the community in such a way that it will be able to
solve communal problems where there is a need forcommu-
nity co-operation to accomplish such tasks.

The obvious way to go in most cases is to make use of
existing mass organizations. A health committee should
ideally exist in every local community, and where it does not
exist a primary task in involving the community in primary
(community) health care would beto establish one. The more

authority one can get behind the health committee, the
stronger and more influential it will be. To getan active health
committee, it is necessary to have at least some people
educated in primary health care on this committee (and
where such knowledge is lacking it is important to inform and
teach them, as without some basic knowledge and under-
standing of the causes of disease and health the members
will not be enthusiastic in performing the tasks of thiscommit-
tee), and the health committee must know fairly precisely
what tasks need to be done in the community, either through
observation or study of their own community (specific local
health problems), or through knowledge of health problems
that are universal and can be remedied through following
national guidelines (e.g., the proper use of latrines can help
to remove many ailments that are the same, or nearly so, in
all communities that do not use latrines).

One of the most important tasks of a health committee
is to help select and get training for a community health
worker and later give him/herthe support needed to be effec-
tive. But one should not depend solely on this person for
health work in the community. If there are several health
workers, the health committee could help to make them co-
operate rather than compete (and perhaps work against
each other). Similarly, other health workers could supple-
ment rather than duplicate the community health worker. In
some cases it is useful also to widen the field of co-operation
to workers in other ministries; thus it is natural to get help with
some health education tasks from home agents, and per-
haps others who visit homes regularly. It may also be helpful
to co-operate with voluntary agencies who do health work in

the area. J

Ways of organizing
community
participation
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To increase understanding and appreciation of health
activities going on in a country, one should use all educa-
tional and information media available. Besides regular
school books, readers for use in literacy classes and for
community reading rooms as well as opportunities for teach-
ing the communities in community meetings should all be
used. Person-to-person encounters are probably the most
effective means for teaching hygiene and other health re-
lated matters. It is also important to let people discuss the
issues and participate in the decision-making process in
matters relating to community health. A more impersonal
kind of education takes place through the mass media
(especially the radio and the press) and through the use of
posters. These can support health education given in more
personal approaches.

One special group to teach may be the mothers,~whQ
often function as (unofficial) health care workers in the family.
The more they know the better they can perform this task.

The mechanisms for community participation in health
care are often there. The challenge is to make the best
possible use of them.

Tasks for health workers and the
community in primary health
care

Community participation often tails because community
members fail to see what they should co-operate about. The
firstthing neededifi ourcontext is therefore health education.

N
.~.—-.-.

To lendauthority to the health -

educator, it would be advis- ~ tas~c.sik
able not to separate cure and prIifla~yhealth
care, health education from
curative practices or at least,
from the healers - the doctors

and others who often have great authority in q9j7imunities
after they have been established long enough to prove ffieir
ability to cure. Adoctor using scientificmedical methods may
be trusted and respected in the community - but for reasons
that might horrifyhim if he knew about them (perhaps people
respecthim because theybelieve he knows powerful magic).
If he lends his authority to the health educator, who i~
supposedto explain the principles behind the activities of the
doctor (in simplified form, admittedly) - and also thereby to
explain how the services of the doctor may be needed less
frequently, people are much more likely to lend the health
educator their ears and take the advice given than if the
health educator and the doctorseem to workwith no (or only
avery tenuous) link between them. Ifthedoctor has little time,
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he can at least introduce the
health educatorio people who
are tobe taught and thusdem-
onstrate that theywork together
as a team and that care and
cure are two aspects of the
same work and that both aim
at getting a healthy commu-

nity. (What is said about the doctor above applies to all who
do curative work.), It could be an opportunity for good health
education to let (some) relatives be present during the
therapeutic interview, as decisions about health may be
family matters.

Some medical professionals should also be trained to
use the mass media and learn to speak and write in such a
way as to make sense easily for the broad masses. At the
same time, it would be valuable to have some professionals
who are working in the mass media to acquire enough
special knowledge ofmedical questions and enough interest
in this field to make good programmes or to write interesting
articles.

For effective health education, it is useful to know and
understand the totality of beliefs and customs a people have
in relation to health and disease.

After some education has been given (and health edu-
cation ought to be an ongoing thing in which the community
itself should be involved), the community needs specific,
concrete tasks to co-operate about in order to accomplish
(although many tasks in the area of health and hygiene will
be invisible co-operation asmost such activitiestake place in

the privacy of the home). To derive the greatest possible
benefits quickly from community participation in health proj-
ects, it is often good to present possible projects to acommu-
nity where community participation is needed for their com-
pletion, and then leave it to the community to come to a
decision about them, based on felt needs. But so as not to
leave it t~chance and the whims of the moment or the place
(or ~om~’strong individual) which projects should be taken
up, some persuasion and explanation may be needed,
especially in ordertoget localcommunity activitiesin linewith
overall national development plans.

Among projects communities could be asked to partIci-
pate in, several are mentioned below - their priority ranking
will in practice often be decided by their relation to centrally
decided development plans for nationwide co-ordination.
Afterthe presentation and adoption ofconcretedevelopment
projects, communityleaders, women’s groups,youth groups
andcommunity members generallyshould be trainedin what
is invotved in the execution of community projects - to plan,
initiate, finance, do accounting and reporting, implement,
execute and evaluate projects.This will giveacommunitythe
feeling and understanding that a project Is their responsibil-
ity and to their advantage.

Some concrete tasks for the community in relation to
health are:

production of food that will ensure a balanced diet;
building and maintenance of community clinics;
building, maintenance and proper use of latrines;
protection of water sources to ensure clean water;
storage facilities that will protect and keep their food safe;

I Tasks for the
community in health
care
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organizing the people for immunization of all children;
ensuring ongoing health education in the community;
obtaining necessary health education materials;
giving proper information about the benefits of immuniza-
tion;
motivating people to turn from magical to scientific medi-
cine;
selecting and supporting community health workers;
identifying and getting training for traditional birth atten-
dants;
keeping the community clean (using sanitary guards?);
encouraging personal hygiene;
encouraging care with drinking water (boiling or filtering it
where necessary);
encouraging the growing and use of more fruits and vege-
tables;

• establishing health committees;
• establishing water committees to ensure proper use and

maintenance of water sources;
• encouraging introduction of appropriate technologywhere

it relates to health;
building cattle dips to ensure healthy cattle, etc.

The community and the
community health worker

The community health worker is a key person when it
comes to increasing the understanding of health and the
causes and prevention of disease in a community, and thus
the activities and effectiveness of the community health
worker will be crucial in raising the standard of health in a

community. It is important to
ensure fair and proper selec-
tion procedures of the com-
munity health worker to get
full community support for his
or her activities.

To feel appreciated and
to get encouragementto go on with the work, the community
health worker needs certain incentives from the community.
To find one’s work rewarding, it is necessary to reward a
person. But this can be done in several ways, and one has to
consider several possibilitieswhen the community is respon-
sible for the keep of such a worker. It is not only money that
can be reward for services. Where acommunity can afford it,
cash payment to the community health worker may be the
easiest and most satisfactory solution. But some communi-
ties may have so little cash that otherforms ofcompensation
for services rendered should be considered. Some commu-
nities have a surplus of goods produced in their workshops,
and these could be used as payment (e.g., cloth, furniture,
agriculturaltools, pots and pans, fuel efficientstoves, jars for
water storage, etc.). If this is not possible or acceptable,one
couldagreetodocommunal workon the farm ofacommunity
health workerforas many man-hoursashe/she doesservice
in the community (but the hours of work must be distributed
in such a waythat people are at home when the community
health workervisits in homes and also so that the community
health worker can be present and see that workdone on the
farm is done properly). The fourth form of reward is symbolic
- the giving of badges or caps or other symbols that make
community health workers known for their function in the
community. When health is discussed in community meet-

r
Support for the

community health
worker
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ings, the community health
worker should be seated close
to leaders of the community,
including the chairman of the
health committee, and the work
of the community health worker
~houIdbe supported bythese
leaders (as well as by other

introductions as well as in other
acts of public appreciation and encouragement. It may be
good to use this last kind of (symbolic) support in addition to
one of the three first forms of reward mentioned (and combi-
nations of the three forms of reward can also be used).

Other supportof community health workers isto let them
always have supplies of eQuipment and drugs supposed to
be in their kit; to let them attend periodic refresher courses;
to have them properly supervised (which should combine
encouragement with necessary correction); to equip them
with necessary teaching materials for their own reference as
well as educational materials foruse incommunity meetings,
literacy classes, and home visits: books, flipcharts, readers,
fclders, posters, etc.; to train them in the best and most
interesting ways possible; perhaps to consider ways of
advancement (with two categories or grades, depending on
years of service and excellence in work done). In remote and
difficult areas it might be worth considering adding to their
normal responsibilities by allowing them to do immunization
and also by giving them some supervisory workwhich would
normally be done by sanitarians and others (inspect or
supervisewater supplies, marketcleanliness, public latrines,
school health, etc.), but this can be done only in cases of
shortage of personnel, so that their duties do not conflict with
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the duties of others. They should also be used as resource
persons when health is being taught or discussed in literacy
classes, women’s groups, and even perhaps schools. The
supervision of community health workers should not be left
entirely to health assistants or regional health education co-
ordinators or otheroutsiders but much of it should be done by
the community through its health committee. But so as not to
be negative, such supervision should be combined with
active support, such as the building of a clinic with an office,
etc.

Although the community health worker is the lowest on
the scale of health promoters in acountry, theirwork is crucial
in the effort to raise the health standards of the people. It is
therefore very importantto give them all possible supportand
encouragement. This is one essentialtaskwhere community
participation is needed.

A strategy for community
participation in health care

The main points to take into consideration in working out
a strategy for community participation in health care are set
out in the preceding discussion. Here follows a summary of
these points with the enumeration of steps needed to be
taken to involve the community directly in looking after, or
caring for, its own health.

a. The community will need help to come to a proper under-
standing of how they can best look after their own health.
This involves some initial teaching and awareness-raising
activities. In addition they will need help to get organized,

The community and
the community health
worker
How to involve com-
munities In health care

officials) in speeches and
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e.g., to establish health committees, to select and get
training for community health workers, and with the logis-
tics of maintaining basic health services.

b. After such initial guidance, the community should be
encouraged to start looking after communal health mat-
ters as much as possible: to reward a community health
worker; to assess their own problems and needs in
relation to health; to establish links with other health
institutions in the area, and especially to establish regular
links with all governmental health services where they can
receive help; to find out about possible financial aid,
assistance with training, extension or mobile services that
deal with health problems, etc.

c. The community, preferably through a health committee,
should organize itself to solve their health problems; e.g.,
get guidance and support to provide adequate sanitary
services and mobilize community members to solve sani-
tation problems throughself-help;obtain basic medical fa-
ciuitiesthroughtheirown initiativeand efforts (build aclinic,
get essential drugs, supeMse the community health worker,
work out schedules for health services and establish links
with other service institutions for referral in emergences;
organize for the immunization of all children, etc.).

d. The health activities in a community should be known to
and be (made) the concern of the whole community and
be assessed by them in periodic community meetings.

101
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Appendix II
Pretesting of Teaching
Aids in Health Education

If teaching aids are locally made, it may be good to
pretest them beforethey are made ingreat numbers - it would
be costly to have to discard them if serious mistakes are
discovered onlyafter they are readyfor use. Even if teaching
aids are made anddistributedcentrally from aministry, it may
be good to know something of the principles of pretesting, as
teaching aids that have been pretested and found accept-
able to the majority may for some reason be rejected by small
groups, for example if people there find a picture offensive,
or they may think that some pictures themselves can bring
disease - our audience may be at any educational or cultural

level. It is good to respect such
“prejudices” and teach people
in ways and by methods that
are acceptable to them.

Pretesting ofeducational
materials is done

to find out if our materials communicate what we waflt to
communicate, and
to eliminate as many errors or offensive or misleading’
points as possible.

To test such materials, we must first define whom we
want to teach by means of the prepared (or drafted) materi-
als (our target audience). Then we try to find a few small
groups (a sample) that may be as close as we can conven-
iently find to the largergroupsamong whom we intend touse
the finished products. The sample group should have ap-
proximately the same culture, health practices and beliefs,
educational level, age and ecological situation as the target
audience. If there are differences, these should be of such a
nature that they would influence the effect of our health
education as little as possible.

If the sample is representative (i.e. nearly like the target
audience), we can obtain much useful information about the
appropriateness of our health education materials (maybe it
does not meet any real or seriously felt needs), and about
their attractiveness, acceptability and intelligibility. We shouki’
pretest

the colours (are they liked or disliked?),

Pretesting teaching
aids
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I
Stages In pretesting
Procedures in
pretesting
EvaluatIon of pretest
results

Sometimes it is good to pretest the pictures alone, and
then again when the text is added. If the illustrations are
acceptable and understood, the words may be too difficult,
too technical, or just not used in an area. The local language
should be used when possible, and if another language is
used (e.g., the official national language), it is particularly
important to use simple language.

If models or puppets or some other means or teaching
aids are used, the pretesting procedure is similar. Slides,
films, even demonstrations may also have to be pretested in
similar ways. It may be good to do some simple pretesting
among colleagues or friends before a sample is selected for
more systematic testing. Some weaknesses can be elimi-
nated even before going to the people, and if it is tested
among colleagues, some professional advice may also help
to improve our teaching materials.

So as to make the testing as uniform or consistent as
possible, it is good to make a questionnaire - write down the
questions beforehand - so that each person is asked the
same questionsin the same way.This makes it easiertowrite
down the answers and later to interpret (or analyse or code)
them. A separate questionnaire (which should also be pre-
tested) should be used for each person with whom the
materials are pretested.
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Before people are allowed to pretest materials, they
should be properly trained: The process must be explained
to them, and then they must be allowed to do some mock
tests before the real testing starts. People who conduct
pretests must understand the materials and howthey are to
be used, so that they can evaluate questions and answers
intelligently. Mostly pretests are held in the form of inter-
views, and people should be interviewed in such a way as to
be put at their ease - they should be given a feeling of being
right (if they misunderstand a picture or a written or spoken
message, the fault is with the teaching aid - not with the
person who expresses an opinion), that they are helping to
improve teaching aids and methods, and that their help is
wanted - not to ridicule them or show up their ignorance.
Interviews must therefore be relaxed, friendly, and easy for
all to understand. Interviews should be short so as not to tire
people, and only a few teaching aids should be tested at a
time (e.g., a few pictures such as a series of flipcharts).

When 20 to 50 interviews have been conducted con-
cerning the same materials (20 is enough if most people give
similarreplies, but up to 50 maybe neededif their repliesvary
considerably), the answers given must be analysed. If the
replies are similar (uniform or consistent), the analysis (coding,
intei~retation)is easy, but if the replies vary a lot (are not
consistent), the analysis may be more complicated - even
sometimes so difficult that a new series of pretests may be
advisable. If we have clear indications that our teaching aids
are good or bad, we must make the necessary changes
beforewe finalize our materials. Ifthe changes are many and
great, it may be necessary to pretest the changed materials
to find out if the changes are real improvements. We should

the drawings4 (do people
understand them or seewhat
we want them to see), and
the words/the texts.
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not prepare, materials forthe printersbeforethe materials are
pretested, for at that stage, the people involved in preparing
them (artists and writers) may be reluctant to make changes.
The people who have made the teaching aids should not
pretest their own products, as it is often found that they are
defensive about their work and are reluctant to accept
suggestions for improvements.

Particularly if materials used (even successfully) in one
countryare adopted (or copied) foruse in anothercountry (or
culture), it is particularly important tocarry out pretests. What
is suitable in on�country(e.g., in its countryoforigin) maynot
be so good elsewhere. it is preferable to make teaching aids
in the counLry or culture where they are to be used.

(
Use of original

materials
1’
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Appendix III
A Theoretical Framework
for a Health Education
Strategy

In order to work out a health education strategy, one
should start by defining one’s objectives.

The objectives of health education are:

1. To help healthy people to stay healthy;
2. To helppeople whoare frequentlyill to be ill less frequently

(ideally never);
3. To help people who suffer disabilities (without being actu-

ally sick, e.g., the undernourished) to live healthier lives;
4. To help people to learn enough about disease to detect

impairments to health early, so that treatment can start
early;

5. To help people to know enough about existing health
services to seek the best means of cure;

6. To promote effective rehabilitation;
7. To decrease infant and child mortality and increase life

expectancy.

Health education is part of a process to preserve or
improve health. The state of health depends on the health
related behaviour of people, and health education encour-
ages health-promoting behaviour.

How to plan health
education

Interventions

One does not start a
health education programme
byconsulting text-booksonly,
teaching anything that one
finds there in relation to health.
After acquiring adequate
health knowledge, the next
stage is to make health education relevant to the situation of
the people one wants to teach good health behaviour.

Effective health education proceeds along these lines:

1. First one must identify the health problems of the people

one wants to educate.

This requires that one collects sufficient relevant health
data about acommunity/area from available sources, or if

such sources are not available, one finds out through in-
dependent research in the area.
Existing information can be found in local health institu-
tions, ministries of health, central statistical bureaux, in
libraries if the area has been researched, etc.

If it is necessary to conduct independent research, one
has to learn something about research methods. To find
out about the health situation of the people, it may be best
to formulate a questionnaire based on known facts from -

other areas. Thus one could ask questions about the
incidence of diarrhoeal diseases, eye diseases, helminthia-
sis, skin ir~fections,acute upper respiratory diseases,
venereal diseases, malaria, tuberculosis, etc. When in-

I

Problem Identification
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vestigating the he~Rhsituation
ofyoung children, one should
find out about the occurrence
of measles, poliomyelitis, teta-
nus, pertussis, in addition to
diseases mentioned above.
One should add questions
relating to diseases In neigh-

bouring areas, or if these are unknown, one could ask
questions about health problems known to exist in ecol-
ogically similar environments. When investigating nutri-
tionalproblems (malnutrition andundernourishment), one
should learn techniques of precise measurements and
collect data by observation rather than by interviews
alone; but observation should be supplemented byques-
tions about what people eat, the frequency of meals, as
well as the incidence ofdiarrhoeas and helminthlc infes-
tations.

Environmental health and epidemiology departments can
often give helpful suggestions about the probable health
situation ofan area on the basis ofcomparative data even
when no precise statistics exist - in addition to more exact
data they may have collected. These sources of informa-
tion and professional advice should be exploited.

2. One should follow up the information obtained with inves-
tigation ofsources ofthe health problems. These sources
can (broadly speaking) be of two kinds: ecological or be-
havioural (or both). The ecology or environment can tell
about scarce food resources, difficult access to informa-
tion or health services, endemic diseases due to unclean
water sources or the prevalence of malaria-carrying

1~

mosquitoes, etc. Health related behaviourwilltell if people
are using their potentials to the full, whether personal or
ecological: harmful health beliefs or practices as well as
under-use of the natural environment both affect health.
Economic status is influenced by both the environment
and one’s use of it (e.g., poor agricultural techniques), and
in turn, economic status is related to health. Ignorance is
not the only behavioural obstacle to good health - even
people who get good health education may be slow to
change their health behaviour. The health educator should
find out about both social and cultural constraints to good
health behaviour, and to thisend he should studypeople’s
health beliefs and traditions relating to health. Then he
should devise his health education methods accordingly.

3. The next step is to decide onappropriate remedies of the
existing health problems. The health educator should not
think interms of information onlybut should firstofall study
how he can start and follow through an educational
process leading to changes in health related behaviour.
Motivation and the giving of adequate and rorect infor-
mation are necessary parts of this, not only inhia!~vbut all
through the process of change; that means that health
education must be a continuous process, accompanying
a continuing process of behaviour change. To obtain the
desirable link between knowledge andbehaviourchange,
health education should as often as possible be given in
connection with concrete, practical measures that could,
should or must be taken to improve health. This can
involve, e.g., preparing, accompanying and following-up
an immunization programmewith adequate health éduca-
tion in relation to immunization; the motivation ofpeople to
build, useand maintainlatrines (and keepthem clean) can

Stages In a health
education strategy
Analysis of health
problems and
remedIes
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be combined with practical instruction on how to make
latrines, how to get professional help and perhaps credit
to construct them; this should go together with education
about diseases due to poorsanitation;helpto upgrade the
environment should go hand-in-hand with warnings against
using unclean water sources or allowing mosquitoes to
breed in the surroundings of the home; etc.

But however effective health education is, people still fall
ill from time to time. Health education should help people
both to identify their health problems early on (if not pre-
cisely or fully, at least well enough to seek professional
help), and to make the best possible use of health (cura-
tive) facilities.This may even include information on some
basicdrugs - people may be unwilling togo farand spend
(much) money each time they (or children in the family)
have diarrhoea or a bout of malaria, and in such cases
self-care or home-care may be appropriate. Teaching
ab.3ut the prevention of accidents or (simple) First Aid, or
the preparation of nourishing meals should be more than
words - people should be helped to do what they are
taught. -

The methods one can use most effectively for health edu-
cation leading to change in health behaviour whichis con-
ducive to better health is discussed in the main text of this
manual.

4. Finally one should evaluate the impact of the health
education given and take whatevercorrective measures
thatarenecessaryto improveth~situation further. Hoaith
education does not always havu - perhaps rarely has - the
impact hoped for. We have stiil not reached a stage when

J

we can say we are very
successful health educa-
tors. This should not dis-
courage us but rather in-
spire us to look for ever
new ways to give health
education. When we see a
clear trend towards im-
proved health in a community which we have taught, it
may indicate successful health education - but it can also
be a result of expanded immunization, curative health
services, betterwater supply etc. - orthese incombination
with health education.We need tobe imaginative in health
education, and use many approaches and methods -

concern should guide us as much as theoretical knowl-
edge. As we want our audience to change, so we our-
selves may need to change. Only when people are IMng
healthy lives have we as health educators achieved our
goal.

Two further points should be kept in mind:

1. The communityshould be involved as much aspossible in
the processes described above.

2. In practice, all the processes described above go on (or
should go on) parallel all the time, invoMng different
health problems and interventions.

r
Teaching people to

solve health problems

I Evaluating impact of
I health education
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Appendix IV The Dec1ai~tionofAlma-Ata on Primely Health Care

The Declaration of
AImeAta on prhTlary

health care
Health for silahumani

rl~ht

liiAppendix IV
The Declaration of Alma-
Ala on Primary Health Care

The International Conference on Primary Heath Care,
meeting in Alma-Atathis twelfth dayof September in the year
Nineteen hundred and seventy-eight, expressing the need
for urgent action by all governments, all health anddevelop-
ment workers, and the world community to protect and
promote the health of aM the people of the world, hereby
makes the following Declaration:

1

ThS Conference strongly reaffirms that health, which is
a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbelng,
and notmerely the thsence of disease orinflrmity,Is afun-
damental human ngt* and that the attdnmentof the highest
possible level of health isa most Important world-wide social
goal whose rea~zatIonrequires the action of many other
social and economic sec~rsIn addition to the health sector.

U

The existing gross Inequality in the health status of the
people pai~cularlybetween developed and developing
countries asweRas within countries is politically, sociallyand
economicaMy unaccapt~leand is, therefore, of common
concern to all countries.

Economic and social
development, based on a New
International Economic Otder,
Is of basic Importance to the -

fuMestattainment of health for
all and to the reduction of the gap betweenthe heafth status
of the developrng an~*developed countries. The promotion
and protection of the health of the people is essential to
sustained economicand social development and contributes
toa betterquality of hfe and to world peace.

lv

The people have the right and duty K participate ird-
vidually and collectively in the pIannli~and Implementation
of their health care.

V

Governmentshave a re~onsibiliyforthe health oftheir
people which can be fulfilled only by the provision of ade-
quate health and social measures. A mem social target of
govemmerts, international organizations and the whole world
community In the corning decades should be the attainment
by all peoples o(theworldby the year3)OOof alevelofhealth
that will permit them to leed a socially and economically
productive kfe. Primary health care is the I~ytoattalning this
target as part of develo~ent in the Wirit of social justice.

I -
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Appendix IV ) DeclarationofAlma-Ata on Paimaly Health Care

The Deciaratlon ~ VI
Alma-Ate on Prhnary Primary health care is
health CI~B essential health care based
Definition of PthT1~Y on practical, scientifically

-. sound and socially acceptable
methods and technology made
universally accessible to indi-

viduals and families in the community through their full par-
ticipation and at a cost that the community and country can
afford to maintain atevery stage of their development In the
spirit of self-reliance and self-determInation. ft forms an
integral part both of the country’s health system, of which it
is the central function and main focus, and of the overall
social and economicdevelopment of the community. It is the
first level ofcontact of individuals, the family and community
with the national health system bringing health care asclose
as possible to where people live and work, and constitutes
the first element of a continuing health care process.

Primary health care:

vil

1. reflects and evolves from the economic conditions and
soda-cultural and political characteristics of the country
and its communities and is based on the application ofthe
relevant results of social, biomedical and health services
research and public health experience;

2. addressós the main health problems in the community,
providing promotive, preventive, curative and rehabilita-
tive services accordingly;

3. includes at least: education concerning prevailing health
problems and the methods of preventing and controlling
them; promotion of food supply and proper nutrition; an
adequate supply of safe water and basic sanitation; ma-
ternal and child health care, including family planning; im-
munizationagainst the major infectious diseases; preven-
tion and control of locally endemic diseases; appropriate
treatment ofcommondiseases and injuries; and provision
of essential drugs;

4. involves, in addition to the health sector, all related sectors
and aspects of national and community development, in
particular agriculture, animal husbandry, food, industry,
education, housing, public works, communications and
other sectors; and demands the coordinated efforts of all
those sectors;

5. requires and promotes maximum community and individ-
ual self-reliance and participation In the planning, organi-
zation, operation and control of primary health care, mak-
ing fullest use of local, national and other available re-
sources; and to this end develops through appropriate
education the ability of communities to participate;

6. should be sustained by integrated, functional and mutu-
ally-supportive referral systems, leading to the progres-
sive Improvement of comprehensive health care for all,
and givihg priority to those most in need;

7. relies, at local and referral levels, on health workers,
including physicians, nurses, midwives, auxiliaries and
community workers as applicable, as well as traditional
practitionersasneeded, suitablytrainedsociallyand tech-
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Appendix IV Th~ aclaration ofAlma-Ata on Primary Health Care

(nically to work as a health team and to respond to then
I expressed health needs of the community.

VIII

All governments should formulate national policies, strate-
gies and plans ofaction to launch and sustain primary health
care as part ofacomprehensive national health system and
in coordination with other sectors. To this end, it will be
necessary to exercise political will, to mobilize the country’s
resources and touse available external resources rationally.

IX

All countries should cooperate in a spirit of partnership
and service toensure primary health care for all people since
the attainmentofhealth bypeople in any one countrydirectly
concernsand benefits every other country. In this contextthe
joint WHO/UNICEF report on primaryhealth care constitutes
a solid basis for the further development and operation of
primary health care throughout the world.

X

An acceptable level of health for all the people of the
world by the year 2000 can be attained through a fuller and
better use of the world’s resources, a considerable part of
which is now spent on armaments and military conflicts. A
genuine policy of independence, peace, détente and disar-
mament could and should release additional resources that
couldwellbe devotedlopeaceful aimsand Inparticularto the
acceleration of social and economic development of which
primary health care, as an essential part, should be allotted
its proper share.

J

The Declaration of
Alma-Ate

The International Confer- Policies, plans and
ence on Primary Health Care . cooperation to attain
calls for urgent and effective health for aHr
national and international
action to develop and imple-
ment primary health care throughout the world and particu-
larly in developing countries in aspirit of technical coopera-
tion and In keeping with aNew International EconomicOrder.
It urges governments, WHOand UNICEF, and other interna-
tional organizations, as well as multilateral and bilateral
agencies, non-governmental organizations, funding agen-
cies, all health workers and the whole world community to
support national and international commitment to primary
health care and to channel increased technical and financial
support to it, particularly indeveloping countries. TheConfer-
ence caus on all the aforementioned to collaborate in Intro-
ducing, developing and maintaining primary health care in
accordance with the spirit and content of this Declaration.
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104
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2
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Cartoons, 40, 79
Cassettes, 61, 74
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Central planning, 92
Change agents, 4
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47,93
ClinIcs, 39, 49, 81,85,

87,88,98,100, 101
Closed groups, 86
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aids, 19, 56, 103
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11,13,33,55,79
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86, 88,99, 101

Involvement, 91-101
meetings, 16, 19, 51,
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91-101
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92
Constraints to behaviour

change, 108
Consumer knowledge, 49
Consumption patterns, 48
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60,61,65,77,103
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Customs relating to

health,61,74,75,80
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81,87,92, 95,97, 98
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111
Demonstrations, 13, 14,
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Discussion, 16, 20, 29,
36,37,42, 59,68,70,
71,87,88

Displays, 26, 52, 64
Disposal of waste, 45
Doctors, 97,98
Drawings, 22, 80, 104
Dress of health educator,

13

Eating habits, 47, 82
Ecology, 2, 48, 108
Educational psychology,

9,49
Educational radio, 34
Effectiveness of teaching

methods, 10, 13, 16,
17,20, 35, 36, 43,55,
58,59,61,63,65,72,
74, 75, 77-84,85, 87,
94,95,96, 107

Elementary schools, 44,
46

Elimination of food, 47
Emotional development,

48,49
Entertainment, 28, 35,

67-75
Environment, 108, 109
Environmental health, 43,

45, 83, 108
I Essential drugs, viii, 112

Evaluation of

projects, 93, 98
teaching aids, 77-84,

103-105
Examinations, 43,50
Example, use of, 6, 12
Exhibits, 51, 64
Experiences, personal,

37
Experiments, 46, 52

Family planning, viii, 14,
81

Fasting, 47
Fats, 48
Felt needs, 103
Films, 21, 51, 67-68, 74,

78, 104
First aid,5
Flannelgraph, 22-23
Flipcharts, 17-20, 21,26,

Focal point for health
education, 6,85-88

Folk tales, 73
Follow-up, 16, 27,29,81,

87,88,93, 108
Food, 1, 14, 23,45,46,

47,4858,82,92,98
Food absorption, 47

assimilation, 47,48
crops, 11
groups, 47
habits, 47

policies, 49
preparation, 48
processing, 47
production, 45, 46
supply, viii
trade, 47,49

Formats, 36
Forms, 60
Fruit, 57,99
Functional literacy, 53

Goals, 5-7,46,47,48,
75, 80

Group approach, 81,82,
83

decision, 16,81,82, 94
discussIon, 15, 81
involvement, 69

Groups, see Big groups,
Small groups

Growth, 46,4748

Handouts, 58
Health actIvities, 43

behaviour, 1,27,50,
51, 81,107

centre, 6,62,85-88
committees, 6,75,86,

96,99,100,101
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Interviews, 36,39,62,

104, 108
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Sleep, 57
Slides, 28-29
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